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Men, Women, and Cultural Benchmarks: 
Gender Roles and Social Organization of 
The Khasi and Kerala Cultures

Maya Varma

In 2012, Jyoti Singh Pandey, a 23-year-old physiotherapy intern living 
in Munirka, Delhi, was brutally raped and beaten on a private bus. All 
six of the men present, one being the driver of the bus, participated 
in the assault. She died fifteen days later.1 I found this story on the 
internet in approximately 30 seconds; I typed in the phrase “violence 
against women in India” and was instantly given 30,600,000 results to 
choose from. While stories of violence in any country are not uncom-
mon, India experiences a particularly high rate of gender-based vio-
lence. But when studying the origins of this violence, it’s important to 
note that these stories don’t originate from every corner of the country; 
in fact, there are quite a few Indian cultures that are thought to be more 
egalitarian, and even gender equal, in nature.

Heide Goettner-Abendroth, a German philosopher and researcher, 
specializes in studying matriarchal societies across the globe. Her main 
claim lies in the idea that matriarchies are synonymous with egalitar-
ian societies. Because women naturally lead with nurturing and har-
monious characteristics in these cultures, everyone in the society is 
considered equal; violence projected from one gender onto another is 
unheard of.2 The Khasi tribe of Northeast India and Kerala of South  
India are supposed matriarchies that, according to Goettner-Aben-
droth’s claim, are more egalitarian in nature. Some scholars even argue 
these societies could hold the answer to achieving gender equality in 
such an overwhelmingly patriarchal country. However, these appar-
ently matriarchal societies don’t appear to be egalitarian in the way 
Goettner-Abendroth suggests. The matrilineality and matrifocality 
present in Kerala, while providing women with certain economic and 
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cultural rights within the home, restrict women’s freedom just as much 
as the Indian patriarchy. Furthermore, gender roles within the Khasi 
tribe appear to favor women over men and in turn limit men’s rights. 
While the word “matriarchy” is disputed by scholars, these matrilineal, 
matrifocal, and matrilocal models of organization don’t lend them-
selves to the upholding of egalitarian ideals. They can actually create 
as much gender inequity as the Indian patriarchy. To demonstrate this, 
I will present conflicting definitions of “matriarchy” to establish that 
that the words “matriarchy” and “equality” are not necessarily synony-
mous. I will then describe how characteristics of masculinity and femi-
ninity in patriarchal India lead to violence against women, comparing 
and contrasting these gender roles to those present in the Khasi and 
Kerala cultures. The analysis of these cultures will consist of anthropo-
logical and historical data that depict how their matrilineal, matrifocal, 
and matrilocal systems fail to promote gender equality.   

Conflicting Definitions of “Matriarchy”

Calling the Khasi tribe and Kerala society “matriarchies” is a prob-
lem on its own. Unlike the word “patriarchy,” which most dictionaries 
would define as a system of organization in which men hold a large 
majority of the political, economic, and social power, a matriarchy is 
more difficult to define. It could be defined as a parallel to patriarchy, 
simply replacing the word “men” with “women” in the above defini-
tion. But scholars don’t agree on many pieces of this definition and 
have attempted to add and subtract features in order to apply it to dif-
ferent societies that aren’t patriarchies, yet also aren’t of the complete 
opposite extreme. Heide Goettner-Abendroth, in her book Matriar-
chal Societies: Studies on Indigenous Cultures across the Globe published 
in 2012, claims matriarchies are present when “mothers are at the cen-
ter of society, as manifested by matrilineality and by mothers’ power 
of economic distribution,” essentially stating that inheritance passes 
through women and they hold most, if not all, economic power. But 
her definition isn’t complete without the most essential part: “gender 
equality.” If there is no presence of gender equality then, in her opin-
ion, it can’t be a matriarchy.3
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On the other hand, Cynthia Eller, a professor of religion from Mont-
clair State University, claims that there is no real evidence of a matri-
archy having ever existed anywhere in the world. She argues that ma-
triarchies should be considered a myth, and those who describe them 
as “story tellers.” Eller believes that telling “stories” of matriarchies as if 
they are real is detrimental to the modern feminist movement because 
they “are not capable of telling us whether or how we might put an 
end to sexism.” If women use historical matriarchies as a “profoundly 
empowering” foundation for eventually achieving equality, they are 
basing their hope for the future on a fake past.4 Eller’s idea is not un-
common; many scholars have claimed that matriarchies are nothing 
but a myth. It’s these scholars who criticize women like Goettner-
Abendroth for using her feminist activism to cloud her research rather 
than create informed theses based on what the facts tell her. In fact, 
while she claims that the Khasi tribe is a matriarchy exhibiting gender 
equality, others argue the tribe is quite gender biased. But even Eller 
has collected criticism of her own. Max Dashu, a feminist historian 
with expertise in female iconography and archaeology, is among many 
scholars who claim that Eller built a “straw man” argument in which 
she conveniently ignored evidence of well-researched societies like the 
Khasi where women do hold a significant amount of power.5

Finally, Peggy Reeves Sanday, a professor of anthropology at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, attempts to broaden the definition of matri-
archy rather than limit or eradicate it. She claims that a matriarchy 
has nothing to do with who is literally in charge, but rather with how 
the sexes are defined in religion and in gender roles. Matriarchies can 
be defined by social relationships in which women hold more influ-
ence than men, but not necessarily political or economic power.6 This 
definition tends to focus more on the social aspect of a society and, 
although scholars don’t criticize it heavily, is also much too vague to 
decide whether a society is or is not a matriarchy.  

It’s clear from these definitions and their respective critiques that the 
definition of “matriarchy” is dependent on the eye of the beholder. 
Sanday’s definition differs greatly from Goettner-Abendroth’s, and 
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Eller attempts to discredit both. Because of this controversy, this paper 
will refrain from naming either the Khasi or Kerala societies “matriar-
chies.” Rather, it will focus on their actual social organization in rela-
tion to gender roles and gender equity without attaching either society 
to potentially contested vocabulary.

Although I will not label either society as a matriarchy, other vocabu-
lary related to matriarchies can help us analyze these cultures. The word 
“matrifocal” implies a society in which women are the head of the fam-
ily and household. “Matrilocal” refers to a system in which, after mar-
riage, the husband moves in to his wife’s home with her family. “Matri-
lineal” describes a system of inheritance in which descent and kinship 
are traced through the female. Finally, “egalitarian” is the principle that 
all people are equal and deserve equal rights and opportunities.

Violence and Masculinity 
 
When exploring these societies, it’s essential to understand the culture 
that surrounds them. There are many factors that have contributed to 
gender-based violence in India, but a driving force lies in the hegemon-
ic masculine and feminine stereotypes ingrained into both men and 
women at a young age. Hegemonic masculinity “demand[s] conformity 
to certain normative characteristics, for example toughness and vio-
lence.”7 In this way, in order for a man to truly be a “man,” he must sub-
scribe to certain social norms to reach a “cultural benchmark against 
which all males implicitly measure their gender legitimacy.”8 For ex-
ample, if a man isn’t able to exhibit toughness and violence in the same 
way as his peers, then he might not be accepted as a “man” because he 
doesn’t have characteristics associated with that specific “benchmark.” 
 
In India, a historical benchmark lies in the image of the warrior, a 
cross-cultural symbol of strength and power, bearing weapons and 
fighting heroic battles for a greater cause. This heroic, warrior image is 
often inherent in young men who are particularly “drawn to the myth-
ic ideal of the hero, or heroic band of brothers where there is triumph 
against the odds.” The warrior itself implies an attachment to wartime, 
where violence is necessary for survival.9 But what implications does 
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this “benchmark” have in modern society where, for most young men 
in India, fighting in wars isn’t relevant anymore?  
 
The warrior, despite its literal irrelevance to modern day society, seems 
to have a direct correlation to values associated with nationalism and 
masculinity today. At its core, nationalism implies an “us vs. them” 
mindset that parallels how masculinity is constructed. The values of 
domination and competition that evolve from nationalism, rooted in 
the idea that one nation-state is superior and in competition with other 
nations, manifests into masculinity and allows men to associate their 
masculinity with superiority and power. Likewise, the warrior image 
implies “martial values” such as strength, prowess, and readiness to 
inflict pain.10 It’s quite possible this warrior image, coupled with na-
tionalistic values, has translated into violence against women. But how 
does a supposedly heroic symbol lead to violence against women as 
opposed to other men, like in wartime? Hegemonic masculinity in In-
dia cannot be completely understood without associating its comple-
ment, femininity, with inferiority. 
 
The main connection between women and inferiority lies in the idea of 
“purity.” Starting from a young age, women are seen as “pure” and “in-
nocent,” therefore implying that in order to maintain this innocence, 
a certain measure of protection is required.11 Once men are given the 
role to protect women, the warrior role, positions of inferiority and 
superiority follow. But this idea seems contradictory to previous state-
ments; it makes little sense to be physically violent toward a person 
one is meant to protect. In order for this concept to make sense, it’s 
important to separate innocence of the woman and the woman her-
self. The man’s job, in this form of “heroic” masculinity, is to protect 
the woman’s purity until she is able to reproduce, not to protect her. 
In this sense she is more of a vessel to further the man’s legacy in his 
children.12 Once the purity surrounding femininity causes women to 
be seen this way, violence becomes a tool to limit her freedom and 
objectify her further. The power imbalance between femininity and 
masculinity, as propelled by nationalism, warrior symbols, and values 
of purity and innocence, serves as a large cause for violence against 
women in India. 
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Origins of Gender Roles

Unlike sex, gender isn’t a universal truth. Although some argue that sex 
isn’t binary either, gender is a more fluid concept. While sex is usually 
determined at birth, gender roles are carefully constructed, influenced, 
and defined by culture over the course of one’s life. Nancy Bonvillain, a 
professor of anthropology and linguistics at Bard University, described 
the construction of gender elegantly: “Females and males are born, but 
women and men are products of enculturation.”13

When a baby is born, the first step is to assign a biological marker: boy 
or girl? Following this marker is where forming a gender role begins. 
With the names “boy” and “girl” come many associations, such as col-
ors, baby names, and clothing. The baby’s room, for example, typically 
exemplifies a specific color palette that relates to a girl or a boy—in 
America the colors pink and blue pertain to girls and boys respectively. 
While colors on their own don’t cause inequalities between genders, 
they do cause an initial separation that slowly increases.14 It’s the spe-
cific definitions of “masculinity” and “femininity” in an institution that 
eventually defines inequality.

Childhood is an extremely important developmental stage in the cre-
ation of gender roles. How parents treat their children affects how 
children view themselves. Because “parenting is gendered, with dif-
ferent expectations for mothers and for fathers,” children grow up un-
derstanding there is a difference between being a boy and being a girl. 
If mothers normally work in the home while fathers are paid as high-
level bosses, children associate women with the home and men with 
leadership and power.15 These differences manifest in the toys children 
grow up with, such as dolls, which suggest motherly instincts, and ac-
tion figures, which suggest strength and often violence. 

The following studies will attempt to understand gender roles in the 
Kerala and Khasi societies by analyzing how gender is constructed 
within each system; gender roles provide an insight into how men and 
women view themselves and each other, which is a main indicator of 
where inequality originates within a society. When looking at the con-



struction of gender in a general context, a separation between men 
and women as they grow up is visible through almost any culture. But 
how could gender roles be different in a matrilineal, matrifocal, and 
matrilocal system? In order to analyze these two cultures from the lens 
of gender roles, I provide historical context of the Kerala and Khasi 
cultures coupled with specific characteristics of each gender found 
from anthropological studies, in addition to interviews I conducted 
with members of the Kerala society.  

Kerala: Matrilineal to Patrilineal 

Kerala, a state located on the Malabar Coast in southwest India, has 
historically been praised for its matrilineal and matrifocal system that 
has supposedly led to higher education rates and rights for women. In 
an article in Hinduism Today, Choodie Shivaram claims that in Kerala 
women were “educated, respected,” and were able to move “about with-
out fear or censure, participated occupationally wherever they wished, 
and were the major force leading Kerala to become India’s first near-
100% literate state.”16 But, as the case study of Kerala will demonstrate, 
women’s rights in the state are much more complicated than this; their 
matrilineality and matrifocality don’t necessarily give women the equal 
rights Shivaram suggests they have, yet at the same time their system of 
organization serves its own important purpose. 
 
Kerala itself is not matrifocal or matrilineal as a whole; the state con-
tains multiple cultures. The Nairs are the most well-known people who 
practice this type of organization. Their matrilineality and matrifocal-
ity influence how gender is viewed in the society. For one, because in-
heritance runs through women, they have economic ownership over 
all property.17 This gives women a certain amount of financial protec-
tion they aren’t afforded in a patrilineal system, which carries its own 
implications that will be explained later. 

In addition, children belong to the mother and her family, and they 
inherit her last name over the father. In this way, daughters are more 
valued because they are the ones who continue the family legacy. Un-
like gender roles in much of patrilineal India where women are meant 
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to reproduce to continue the man’s legacy, women reproduce to con-
tinue their own legacy; birthing a girl is valuable for more than just her 
potential reproductive future. In fact, in the beginning of the Nairs’ 
matrilineal system, women used their husbands for their biological 
functions like women were used in patrilineal India—“It was not un-
usual for a woman, once she had two or three daughters[…]to send 
her husband on his way.”18 While it’s unclear whether this statement 
implies informal or formal divorce, the act itself of a woman using a 
man solely for his reproductive abilities expresses not only a reversal 
of values present in patriarchal India, but also shows how daughters 
are essential for the system to continue and are therefore highly valued. 

Furthermore, the Nairs are organized in a matrilocal system where, 
after marriage, the husband moves into his wife’s house.19 This is not 
only rare in matrilineal systems, but it is important to understand 
when considering domestic violence. Because the man moves into the 
woman’s house, typically with much of her extended family, her family 
affords her a certain amount of protection and familiarity. Although 
there are certainly superior masculine and inferior feminine roles at 
play, it’s possible that literal living conditions affect this as well. With 
this logic, violence against a woman would be more difficult for the 
man to carry out even if he wanted to. Finally, the matrifocal system al-
lows women to be center of the household. They care for children and 
make decisions for the family, which in early Nair society meant they 
also made many of the political decisions through their husbands.20 

All of these characteristics of the matrilineal, matrilocal, and matrifo-
cal system have afforded women a certain amount of importance and 
financial protection that gives them a leg up from the rest of patri-
archal India when looking at gender equality. They are given finan-
cial security through property rights, ownership of their legacy and 
therefore reproductive health, and physical protection from possible 
domestic violence. 

However, unlike what Goettner-Abendroth would suggest at this 
point, this system doesn’t lend itself completely to egalitarian values. 
There are two possible reasons why gender inequity is increasing in 



Kerala; first, the matrilineal and matrifocal system seems to limit 
women’s freedom despite the protection the system provides; and sec-
ond, as of the late 19th century, reforms dissolving the matrilineal sys-
tem have pushed Kerala towards more patriarchal values that have led 
to increased violence. 

For this paper, I conducted two interviews of women who grew up in 
Kerala under the Nairs’ matrilineal system in order to properly under-
stand how gender roles were defined starting from early childhood. As 
explained above, a large part of constructing gender revolves around 
the clothes, toys, coming of age rituals, and relationships engrained in 
childhood. Geetha Varma, my aunt, is a 48-year-old woman currently 
residing in California, but who grew up in Kerala from 1967 to 1990. 
She says that the matrilineal and matrifocal system gave women “a lot 
more importance in the system than actual power.” She grew up in her 
mother’s home, and although her mother’s side was more important, 
“men still had more authority and decision making power.” The matri-
focality didn’t seem to extend beyond raising children. However, the 
girls inherited land in order to be “financially protected.” She explained 
further that even though women couldn’t work due to the large role 
they played in maintaining the home, they were “protected” through 
the matrilineal system.21 It’s here where suspicion about the true na-
ture of Kerala’s matrilineal system arose, because the word “protection” 
seems to be a common theme when describing the role of women in 
India. Hegemonic masculinity and its feminine correlate depended 
on men protecting the purity of women and therefore limited their 
freedom. In Kerala the matrilineal system protected women financially 
by allowing them to own property, slightly compensating for the fact 
that they couldn’t earn salaries while also giving them an overwhelm-
ingly large importance in the house. The matrifocal system might give 
women power in their home and give girls a certain value, but it also 
limited their freedom to pursue other professions. The matrilineal sys-
tem seems to make up for this limitation by giving women financial 
protection through land ownership, but falls short of giving women 
true gender equality. 
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Likewise, while the matrilineal system restricted women from leaving 
the house due to economic ties, women were also limited to the home 
due to cultural values ingrained in them as young girls. “Girls couldn’t 
leave the house much,” Mrs. Varma claimed, “and there weren’t too 
many social events.” Growing up, there was one main coming of age 
ritual for girls when they hit puberty. The ceremony lasted a few days 
and, as Mrs. Varma recollects, it was probably originally intended to let 
people know that the girl was ready for marriage. “My grandmother 
got married at 15,” she stated. The coming of age ceremony for boys 
was much different, not focused on their reproductive future but rather 
on religious instruction. They had what was known as a thread cer-
emony, usually done between the ages of 10 and 15, which served as a 
spiritual transaction that allowed the young boy to eventually become a 
priest if he chose that particular path. While only boys of the Brahmin 
class could become priests, this ceremony wasn’t exclusive to them and 
served as a metaphorical passage into spiritual knowledge. Girls, on the 
other hand, were not afforded the same choice to pursue priesthood.22 
The polarity between these rituals depicts an inequality between gender 
roles growing up that eventually stunts gender equality in the society; 
girls, despite their importance to the system, were still culturally favored 
for their reproductive abilities while boys were given leadership roles 
in religion and governing. Because girls were rarely let out in public, 
the home became a symbol of a woman’s place. Bhadramani Thampal, 
my 70-year-old great aunt currently residing in Kerala, stated that her 
mother was “only a house worker” and her father visited “once a month” 
to provide for the family.23 While Kerala’s social organization lends itself 
to protect women financially and from abuse, their gender roles are far 
from allowing women to “[participate] occupationally wherever they 
wish” as Hinduism Today initially claimed.24 

However, while Kerala’s matrilineal, matrifocal, and matrilocal society 
has restricted women’s freedom, their system of social organization in 
the 21st century is not matrilineal. Kerala’s transition from a matrilineal 
to a patrilineal society has also been detrimental to women’s rights; the 
state has experienced domestic violence due to a heightened presence 
of Christian influence and nationalism initiated from British imperial-
ism in the late 19th century. With the help of Christian missionaries 
and a nationalist movement, the matrilineal system was increasingly 
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critiqued for the inferior roles it gave to men over women’s sexual-
ity. The small, nuclear family began to win out as reformers worried 
that the large, joint family in the wife’s name would prevent a man 
from following his “‘natural’ instincts towards his wife and children.”25 

These “natural” instincts, as evident in hegemonic masculinity in the 
rest of India,  most likely refer to the “natural” dominance and strength 
a man has over his family—though this dominance isn’t as “natural” as 
reformers claim, as seen by the complicated and careful construction 
of the masculine gender role described previously. This social reform 
had economic implications as the matrilineal system began to die out, 
giving a man economic as well as social dominance over his family. 
In 1921 the Cochin Christian Succession Law was passed that legally 
restricted daughters from inheriting property.26 These reforms have a 
few important implications about the roles of men and women. First, 
remember that femininity in Kerala didn’t differ much from the rest of 
India; women were still considered to be in need of constant protec-
tion and were therefore restricted to the home. The matrilineal and 
matrilocal system was used to protect women in this manner, allowing 
them to live with their extended family and inherit land. When the 
matrilineal system dissolved and nuclear families became more com-
mon, men seemed to adopt the role previously held by the system: pro-
tecting women and keeping them in their homes. 

The matrifocal, matrilocal, and matrilineal system limits women’s free-
dom to pursue other professions, and 19th century reforms integrated 
patriarchal values into the state. Neither the matrilineal system or the 
reforms to alter it have been able to successfully address gender ineq-
uity in India. But it’s important to remember that Kerala’s matrilineal, 
matrifocal, and matrilocal system isn’t without a function. Within a 
patriarchal country, this local system is able to protect women of Ker-
ala and keep them financially stable. Although they still have a long 
way to go before being able to truthfully own the word egalitarian, the 
Nairs’ system of social organization has served a practical purpose that 
shouldn’t be belittled or go unnoticed. As long as the system serves 
its purpose for the people of the society, there is no need for criticism 
just because the culture is slightly different than our own. The place 
for criticism lies in claiming the culture is egalitarian; while Kerala’s 
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matrilineal, matrifocal, and matrilocal system seems to help women 
in certain ways, it assumes that women are in need of protection and 
it sets limitations on their freedom, which isn’t that different from the 
rest of patriarchal India. 

Khasi: Conflicting Depictions of Gender Roles

As with the case of Kerala, scholars studying the Khasi tribe of North-
east India don’t agree on the implications of their matrilineal system. 
Goettner-Abendroth created her own case study on the Khasi tribe 
under her claim that matriarchal societies were egalitarian; however, 
the following section will address the problematic nature of this claim. 
This controversy lies in the power imbalance between men and wom-
en; some scholars claim the Khasi’s matrifocal system gives men an 
inferior status compared to women, while others claim that the har-
monious nature of women’s rule has led to increased gender equity. 
Understanding these claims is essential to understanding nature of 
gender roles in the Khasi tribe.
 
Goettner-Abendroth depicts Khasi women using masculine adjectives, 
which suggests they don’t follow the feminine gender roles present in 
patriarchal India. She writes how “they are still described as being as 
strong and muscular as the men.” Unlike Kerala where women are still 
seen as in need of protection, Khasi women were physically strong, al-
most like warriors.27 With this warrior image, it’s possible that women 
assumed the masculine image present in patrilineal India. 
 
According to Goettner-Abendroth, Khasi women are “head of the clan” 
and lead without any army or police system, which also brings up ques-
tions about Khasi women’s gender roles as compared to patrilineal In-
dia.28 As discussed with Kerala, one major association of femininity in 
India is their need for protection. Goettner-Abendroth described the 
Khasi women as having authority over men much like mothers over 
their children.29 Because a mother’s main role is to protect her child, this 
idea seems to contain its own underlying theme of protection. Khasi 
women in Goettner-Abendroth’s eyes are a toned down version of men 
in patrilineal India; they are apparently able to have authority without 
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exhibiting physical violence. With this in mind it would be reasonable 
to draw a conclusion that the Khasi tribe are almost egalitarian in na-
ture, and the organization of women leading through peace and harmo-
ny would give both men and women rights. But controversies around 
the Khasi question the sustainability of this claim.
 
Many scholars have described men’s role in the Khasi culture as inferi-
or, as if they “hold roles that seem to mirror those of women in patriar-
chal societies.” Husbands are thought to have “no social roles deemed 
important,” which is very different from Goettner-Abendroth’s claim 
that women rule society like a mother over a child.30 But if women 
assume a power position in India, men could assume the inferior role 
and thus have limitations set on their freedom. This is especially evi-
dent in the recent “men’s rights” movement that has swept Meghalaya, 
the state in which the Khasi tribe resides. 

The Meghalaya Succession to Self Acquired Property Act was passed in 
1984, giving both genders equal inheritance rights. The law was passed 
by an all-male legislation in the state of Meghalaya because women 
have no political power. While this might lead an outsider to assume 
that this male dominance over politics would represent a patriarchy, 
in the Khasi tribe men assumed political power under the guidance 
of women, once again alluding to the idea that women were equiva-
lent to mothers “ruling” over their children. In this case, men lobbied 
for their rights and, unlike in Kerala when all inheritance rights were 
taken from women, this law gave equal rights to both genders.31 This 
move for equality was not due to matrilineality but rather in spite of 
it—change was prompted by inequalities set forth by the matrilineal 
system. Keith Pariat, leader of the movement, claims that “Khasi men 
have become so accustomed to a life of no responsibility that they have 
no drive left and feel ‘useless’[…]they have been emasculated, stripped 
of all power, authority, status and function, save procreation.” Pariat 
is claiming that men’s main role in this society is procreation, and he 
implies that they deserve power and authority.32 It’s unclear whether he 
believes men should have all power and authority, but those two traits 
are ones evident in characteristics of hegemonic masculinity present in 
the rest of patriarchal India. These protests ultimately ask two conflict-
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ing questions about the nature of women’s rule in the Khasi tribe: 1. 
Is the matrilineal and matrifocal system creating gender roles that are 
suppressing men? 2. Is the men’s rights legislation influenced by trends 
entering in from patriarchal India rather a real problem of gender in-
equality among the Khasi?

These questions can’t be definitively answered. While statistics show 
that gender disparity through an economic lens in Meghalaya is fairly 
minimal, the validity of the men’s rights movement could make sense 
under the gender roles presented above in where women assume the 
protective role over men and men are used primarily used for repro-
ductive purposes. Furthermore, the property act of 1984 suggests that 
males hold all political power because they were able to pass it with an 
all male legislative body. This begs the question: if they’ve had political 
power all along and have been suppressed, why wait to challenge the 
system until 1984? As evident in both Pariat’s claims against women 
and Goettner-Abendroth’s depiction of them, it’s quite possible that 
the cultural power women had over men suppressed men’s ability to 
protest for their rights until recently. 

But it’s also quite possible that the legislation was influenced heavily 
by patriarchal India. The surrounding cultures give men physical and 
cultural authority, which is what the Khasi men claim they want. This 
connection shouldn’t go unnoticed. But it seems equally probable that 
the local Khasi system oppresses men. Goettner-Abendroth suggests 
the Khasi tribe is egalitarian, yet the way she depicts them in relation 
to claims brought out during the men’s rights movement suggests that 
there  could exist an equal and opposite inequality to that of patriar-
chal India. 

Conclusion

Kerala and Khasi seem to share a common thread: patriarchal ideals 
are seeping into the matrilineal system. While the reasoning for the 
ideals differ, it’s clear the matrilineal system isn’t surviving in India. But 
the matrilineal system isn’t a victim to the patriarchy; it isn’t in need of 
saving by feminists looking for an answer to gender inequity. The Ker-
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ala and Khasi models of organization shouldn’t be preserved for the 
purpose of increasing gender equality, as they don’t lend themselves to 
egalitarian ideals. In Kerala, the matrilineal system protected women 
yet also didn’t lead to complete equality. Therefore, when the system 
dissolved, women’s rights fell even further. In Khasi, the matrilineal 
system appeared to lead to increased gender equity yet recently the in-
troduction of a men’s rights movement and changed legislation reflects 
the possibility of men being suppressed by women. Kerala presents 
a system that attempts to improve life for women without changing 
their gender roles or offering them increased freedom, which means 
that when the system evolves, women lose more and more rights. The 
Khasi system seems to slightly reverse gender roles and continue to 
suppress in other ways. They don’t appear to offer a solution to achiev-
ing gender equality that can be used in other cultures. 

I should also like to point out that I am not a part of the Khasi or Kerala 
societies; in fact, I am not even an Indian citizen. As an American bas-
ing my feminist beliefs on American values, I am biased in my under-
standing of gender equality. Kerala’s matrilineal and matrilocal systems 
do serve a purpose in their society: protecting women financially and 
physically. My judgments of this society remain originate in the West-
ern view that in order for women to have equal rights they must be 
able to choose their own path and not be tied to their homes. In Kerala, 
until patriarchal systems disrupted the matrilineality and matrilocal-
ity, women were financially and physically safe. In an overwhelmingly 
patriarchal country, the existence of this matrilineal system served an 
important purpose and, compared to the rest of the country, did give 
women “equality” in the sense that they had just as much power over 
their home and children as their husbands. 

Therefore, through the lens of an anthropologist, my bias shouldn’t 
lead to a critique of the culture merely because it doesn’t match up 
with Western feminist views of gender equality. But through the lens 
of an advocate of gender equality, criticism is necessary to grow closer 
to an egalitarian society. Cynthia Eller claimed that telling stories of 
“matriarchies” as if they were real is detrimental to the feminist move-
ment because feminists could base their hopes for the future on a fake 
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model. As seen by these case studies, looking to Kerala and Khasi as a 
solution is equally detrimental. The matrilineal, matrifocal, and matri-
local systems give women a certain amount of power in some ways; 
however, they fail to change the foundation of gender roles in order 
to give both men and women equality. Goettner-Abendroth believes 
egalitarian societies exist, but I would argue that gender equality worth 
striving for has yet to exist in a society. As long as one gender is seen as 
inferior to another, equality will remain a dream. 
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The United States in the Nuremberg War 
Crimes Trial of 1945-46: Balancing Domestic 
and International Expectations in a 
Post-War Climate 

Alyssa Chao

In the aftermath of the Second World War, the Allied powers were 
faced with deciding what course of action to take against the high-
ranking German criminals who had decimated most of Europe and 
committed atrocities against millions of innocent civilians. Without 
any precedent to guide them, the Allies drafted the London Agreement 
on August 8, 1945, which chartered the formation of the Allied 
Control Council.1 The Council then drafted the Control Council Law 
No. 10 on December 20, 1945 in order to officially indict the Nazi 
leaders with newly created international law and set up a trial, later 
called the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials of 1945-1946, or officially the 
International Military Tribunal (IMT).2

The IMT is known for being a seminal landmark in the official 
establishment of international law, making war crimes, crimes against 
peace, and crimes against humanity internationally illegal. It also 
marked one of the first times that four nationally discrete powers 
successfully came together to create and carry out a truly international 
proceeding. However, much controversy still surrounds the formation 
of this Tribunal, particularly regarding its legal legitimacy, the 
precedent set from it, if any, and the implications of that precedent on 
the United States’ subsequent foreign interventions. 

In his book, The Nuremberg Trials in International Law, historian 
Robert K. Woetzel argues that the IMT’s counts had legitimized the 
new concept of international law because they were so widely accepted 
and immediately adopted by the international legal community 
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afterwards, despite their being unprecedented before the Tribunal. 
Therefore, he argues, the valid precedents marked a legitimate 
change in the resolution of international war crimes.3 However, other 
historians like Michael R. Marrus argue that the IMT was hastily 
formed, inadequately legal, and tainted with the political dealings of 
its post-war context. Thus the IMT should be considered an isolated, 
unrepeatable resolution to a political situation rather than a legitimate 
basis for precedent.4

So what was the true legacy of the International Military Tribunal? 
Certainly, one could argue that the Allied powers were mainly motivated 
to create the Tribunal out of a genuine aspiration for international 
justice. Accordingly, the precedent-setting end outweighed the partially 
flawed means and the IMT would mark a great legal step towards 
international peace and civility. However, it is more realistic to argue 
that the IMT’s central purpose was to address the political concerns of 
a post-war environment, thus making the Tribunal a delicate balance 
of opposing demands from domestic civilians and international peers. 
As such, subsequent international interventions were justified with an 
illegitimate legal precedent set by the Tribunal. 

A Theoretical Legacy: The Optimistic Viewpoint
 
It is certainly true that the Allied powers had at least in part intended 
for the IMT to mark a legendary change in international law and deter 
future acts of war. Theoretically, by establishing legal consequences 
for wartime misconduct, acts of aggression, and even conspiracy to 
attempt acts of aggression, the IMT announced that the individual 
would henceforth be held accountable for his or her actions, regardless 
of rank, nationality, or location of the crime (see Appendix A: official 
counts for which the Control Council Law No. 10 prosecuted German 
criminals). Some historians argue that these legacies were actually 
accomplished, despite certain drawbacks in the circumstances of 
the IMT, thus creating a legitimate precedent for future foreign 
interventions. For example, like Woetzel, historians Ann and John 
Tusa support this opinion by defending the Tribunal’s authenticity of 
intention. More specifically, they endorse certain validating aspects of 
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the IMT, such as the prosecutions on the grounds of pre-existing laws 
from individual nations, the Tribunal expenses compared to those 
that would have been spent on a swift execution, and the results of the 
Tribunal themselves with three defendants acquitted and four given 
relatively light prison sentences.5

 
The genuine intent to make a lasting change in the international 
community was demonstrated by the fact that the Allies had tried to 
prevent further aggressive warfare following the First World War, but 
had failed. In light of that, some argued that the only solution was to 
try and establish an all-encompassing precedent. As Henry L. Stimson, 
the U.S. Secretary of War until 1945, reasoned in his 1947 essay, the 
results of the First World War gave the Allies no choice but to “attack 
the problem at its root” and figure out a sufficient method of curbing 
Germany’s acts of aggression.6 As established in the terms of the 1919 
Versailles Treaty, the Allies agreed to allow the German government to 
internally judge their own ‘war criminals’ as a sovereign nation would. 
In place of criminal accusation, the Allies, Axis powers, and many 
other nations agreed to the treaty commonly known as the Kellogg-
Briand Pact of 1928, which essentially denounced further aggressive 
warfare as a solution for international dispute.7 According to his 
essay, Stimson believed that the world thereafter saw the instigation 
of aggressive warfare as a decidedly criminal act.8 Stimson offers a 
rather hopeful viewpoint of the implications of the Kellogg-Briand 
Pact, as the Germans were certainly under diplomatic duress to sign 
it at the time. Nevertheless, the Pact still demonstrates a common 
agreement between international nations that Germany broke in their 
instigation of the Second World War. Therefore, one could argue that 
the IMT did not subject its defendants to ex post facto laws, but instead 
held Germany accountable for the discrepancy between its previous 
agreements and actions.
 
This bias towards action in order to deter future aggression was clearly 
a popular sentiment among the Allied nations, particularly in the 
United States. In Paul Carmack’s editorial cartoon, for example, a war 
criminals’ trial is proceeding with ‘future would-be aggressors’ looking 
on through a window (see Appendix B).9 By portraying the “would-be” 
war aggressors as anxious bystanders to the Nazi leaders’ punishment, 
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Carmack argues that the Allies should use their power to pass 
judgment on the criminals in order to create a permanent precedent 
and deter other aggressors from starting unjust wars. Therefore, this 
genuine intent toward justice and precedents suggests that the IMT was 
designed to set a legitimate legacy on future interventions. However, 
legacy for the future was not the sole point of consideration for the 
Allied powers.

Pressure from the Domestic Public

Although the IMT may have been created with the intention of 
establishing far-reaching precedents to deter future war aggressors, 
justice was likely only one of many objectives for the IMT’s creators. 
For instance, the United States and its allies had to consider the civilian 
public’s demands to both speedily and severely punish the Nazi leaders. 
Indeed, American leaders were at risk of losing political favor if the 
public felt that their demand for retribution was not met. Because 
this pressure compelled the United States to punish the Nazi leaders 
regardless of the outcome or legality of the Tribunal, the entire creation 
of the IMT was more an isolated, political resolution to a major war 
than a precedent-setting legacy. 

Firstly, it is clear that by harshly punishing the German war criminals, 
U.S. government leaders had much political support to gain from a 
majority of the American civilians. This public sentiment towards 
severe treatment can be best seen in Gallup’s American Institute 
of Public Opinion (AIPO) and Office of Public Opinion Research 
(OPOR) polls taken from 1942 up until months before the end of the 
war in 1945 (see Appendix C). In them, approximately 40 out of every 
100 people polled favored swift execution of the defeated Nazi leaders 
over any other course of action, suggesting that many Americans 
found no qualms with the fact that the IMT was unprecedented in its 
legality. In fact, most only cared that the German war leaders got what 
they saw as ‘proper justice,’ regardless of how morally legitimate their 
punishment may have been.10 Indeed, according to historian Michael 
R. Marrus, in most occupied countries, civilians demanded swift death 
and even torture over any seemingly impartial tribunal because, in 
their eyes, the Allies possessed the moral high ground.11 The groups 
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that reflected America’s highly moralistic views of the events in Europe 
were particularly disappointed by the seven Nazi defendants who 
were acquitted or given light prison sentences instead of death. Most 
prominent groups included Jewish communities and certain liberal 
Catholic factions who both championed harsh punishment of the 
German leaders on ethical grounds.12 This expectation that the Allies 
exact retribution from the Nazi criminals on behalf of all who had 
suffered allowed the U.S. to overlook potential biases in their judgment 
while still retaining public support, even if they still had to appear 
impartial in front of international witnesses.     
 
More so than the punishment itself, though, the speed with which 
civilians demanded the situation’s resolution also pressured the Allies 
to construct the IMT as quickly as they did, thus forgoing the finished 
craftsmanship of a legitimately conducted trial. The Washington Post 
editorial entitled “Nuremberg Delay” effectively represents the public’s 
impatience for the consequences of the Nazi leaders’ crimes. The Post 
editorial team argued that Justice Robert Jackson, as the IMT’s chief 
American prosecutor, should tolerate no further delay of the Tribunal, 
even if the United States ceased peaceful negotiation with the rest of the 
Allies and proceeded without their consent.13 Although these writers 
may have demonstrated an overly simplistic and unrealistic perception 
of a complex situation, they still speak to a popular expectation among 
the laypeople of America in a heated post-war environment.

This expectation for speed was in fact so widespread and extreme 
that American representatives acknowledged the pressure’s influence 
in their reports back to President Roosevelt. In Justice Jackson’s June 
6, 1945 “Report to the President,” for example, Jackson explained 
that he must always bear in mind the public’s “deep sense of urgency 
about these trials” when negotiating with other Allied representatives. 
He also emphasized his people’s hopes that “brigands” would be 
personally punished and future wars would be prevented through the 
establishment of international law, particularly after they sacrificed so 
much to get it.14 Pressure from the civilian public had clearly compelled 
the United States representatives to negotiate more aggressively in the 
planning of the Tribunal.
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Furthermore, the public’s demands were even powerful enough to 
warrant an official response from American leaders like FDR, as shown 
by his public “Statement Condemning War Crimes” in 1944, in which 
he incriminates German war leaders and promises the American public 
that they will be pursued and delivered up to justice.15 FDR fortified 
his political support and popularity from the American majority by 
reassuring them that their demands for retribution would be addressed 
through the Tribunal. These external political factors which influenced 
the U.S. government’s actions indicate that the IMT was born at least in 
part out of external pressures rather than true intent to set precedents 
against war aggressors. Therefore, the Tribunal should be treated as an 
isolated political event with little lasting impact, at least legally.

Pressure from International Peers

On the other hand, the United States also had to consider the opposing 
expectations and potential judgment of its international peers. Because 
the Allies could not risk appearing too partial and therefore corrupted 
to international critics, but also couldn’t risk being too lenient from the 
civilian perspective, they were compelled to balance the two political 
expectations and formulate the complex blend that made up the IMT. 
These political concerns regarding various international predicaments 
indicate that the United States representatives had many factors in 
mind when designing the IMT. 

First, keep in mind that no type of international trial had ever 
happened before, not to mention one so publicized, so personal, or 
so expansive in respect to the allegations explored. The IMT was also 
distinctive because the roles of prosecutor and defendant were played 
by the conqueror and the conquered, but it was not acknowledged as 
such a victor’s punishment. This was most likely because the World 
Wars were the first to involve myriad other international bystanders; 
this unique interconnectedness caused a need for a transparent 
and impartial resolution to the war. So for the first time, the entire 
world would witness and have a stake in the outcome of such a trial. 
Justice Jackson clearly had that fact in mind, particularly when using 
it to defend the United States’ jurisdiction in overseeing and leading 
the Tribunal’s prosecution. In his “Opening Statement before the 
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International Military Tribunal,” Jackson argued that the attention of 
the international community compelled the U.S. and Allies to judge the 
Nazi war criminals impartially because they would be treated with the 
same documented justice if they ever ended up conquered in war.16 In 
order to reduce criticism from the IMT’s wide audience, the Allies had 
to make sure the Tribunal appeared as unbiased as possible about the 
fate of the Nazi leaders. Jackson even goes so far as to call the IMT “one 
of the most significant tributes that Power has ever paid to Reason.”17

Such criticism of the IMT was indeed looming over the Allies at the 
time, as exemplified by the personal account of Friedrich Rainer, 
an Austrian Nazi sympathizer who was compelled to testify in the 
Tribunal. When discussing the actual lasting effects of the IMT, Rainer 
predicted that future wars will in no way be impeded or humanized. 
In fact, they may be even more likely to happen because the Tribunal 
was conducted ultimately as a form of victor’s justice, no matter 
how impartially the Allies may have presented it.18 Although entirely 
biased as an ex-follower of the Nazis, he was one of many to point 
out the idealism embedded within the motivations and justifications 
for creating the IMT as a supposedly more civil method of exacting 
punishment. With people like Rainer witnessing the outcome of the 
Tribunal, their doubt certainly influenced the Allied powers at least in 
part to keep the judgment balanced with others’ expectations. 

In addition to the evident criticism from ex-followers in occupied 
Germany, there were indeed other groups who skeptically regarded the 
United States’ direction in Nuremberg. According to historian William 
J. Bosch, for example, international lawyers of the time revealed just 
how slippery the slope was that the Allies straddled. As experts with 
intimate knowledge of international law and legal philosophy, certain 
lawyers argued that Nuremberg’s condemnation of war aggression was 
clearly born out of the Allies’ preconceived assumptions rather than a 
legitimate legal foundation.19 However, the IMT’s legality is much more 
complicated than a simple yes or no because it was essentially the first 
of its kind. It was not conducted according to any single country’s legal 
structures nor was it an unceremonious execution, as many civilians 
had wished. Foreign affairs scholars and historians of the time indeed 
demonstrated the complexity of the situation through their disapproval 
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of the IMT, made particularly significant because a vast majority of 
them agreed on this subject.20 Even the Allied military systems were 
also wary of severe Nazi punishment. As soldiers within a similarly rigid 
hierarchy of power as the Nazi armies, some objected to the proceedings 
on the basis that the jury intentionally disregarded the defense of some 
who were ordered to commit crimes by a superior.21 Some also became 
uncomfortably aware that these consequences would be enforced 
upon every nation’s military, including their own, and yet none of the 
Americans or others had been formally accused of misconduct.  

While none of these groups were particularly interested in calling 
attention to themselves, they still represented key points of objection 
to the Tribunal that the American government was seriously conscious 
of. Some of the groups were even regarded as experts in international 
events such as the IMT and posed potential threats to the reputation 
of the entire international council, not to mention America’s claims to 
international jurisdiction in the first place. So in order to maintain a 
just and authoritative reputation to the international parties, the Allies 
had to ensure that the IMT at least appeared unbiased. 

In addition to fearing any one critic discounting their legitimacy, the 
United States also had to consider the post-war political situation still 
being resolved in Germany at that time. More specifically, as historian 
Michael R. Marrus points out, the United States was still particularly 
concerned about the continuing threat of Nazism throughout Europe. 
In order to deter its further spread, the Allies had to ensure that the 
IMT’s verdict established a strong condemnation of the ideology.22 

Only then could Germany be thoroughly de-Nazified and neutralized 
for Americans to potentially ally with against the Soviet Union in the 
distant, but looming, future. The consideration of all of these differing 
opinions result in the Allies, and especially the U.S. government, having 
to simultaneously balance political interests and diplomatic expectations 
all while serving the primary objective of punishing the Nazis.   

American Hypocrisy: Foreign Policy with the Soviet Union
 
Even more crucial in the United States’ eyes than containing Nazism 
in Europe, however, was the immediate need to sustain peaceful 
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relationships with its allies throughout the whole tribunal process. 
After all, the entire Nazi prosecution and the ultimate establishment 
of consequences for war crimes relied on the four powers collectively 
carrying out their actions as an agreed international body. As shown 
by the minutes of the London Conference for the preparation of the 
IMT on July 23, 1945, negotiation was still fraught with ideological 
dissent and subtle deal-making, despite the Allies’ collective goal to 
remain a united force. Once it became clear that the four powers could 
not easily reach a decision on certain key aspects of the Tribunal, such 
as its location and which nation would have principle jurisdiction over 
it, Justice Jackson began making threats of American withdrawal from 
participation if they couldn’t have the trial in Nuremberg and start the 
proceedings without further delay. He also argued that, should the war 
criminals be divided upon whatever occupied zone they committed 
their crimes in, the United States would have enough territory, 
criminals, and evidence to conduct a trial without the others’ consent, 
as many American civilians had called for.23 Certainly a far better 
lawyer than politician, Jackson’s attempts to secure the U.S.’s dominance 
over the Tribunal were unsophisticated to say the least, but they did 
produce results. Nevertheless, it is clear that diplomatic negotiation 
with the other Allied powers was an immediate and relevant concern 
of the United States throughout the entire Tribunal’s process.

Most importantly out of all of America’s allies, though, the United 
States had to work the hardest to sustain the already tenuous rapport 
with the Soviet Union. By overlooking the Soviets’ (and in fact their 
own) guilt as stated by the laws set in Nuremberg, the United States 
essentially illegitimized the legacy of the IMT. In the political context 
of America’s post-war relationship with the Soviet Union, the common 
enemy that both were allied against had just been defeated and the 
only goal still in common with the Russians was the resolution of 
that defeat. With Cold War tensions already present in American 
and Soviet minds, one of the last few plans they could both agree on 
without potentially starting another war among the victors was the 
formation of the Tribunal, and even those negotiations were “deeply 
entrenched [in differing] commitments of ideology and national 
interest.”24 As described by Sidney S. Alderman, the Special Assistant to 
the Attorney General of the United States at Nuremberg, the U.S. went 
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to great lengths to avoid confrontation or even insinuations against the 
conduct, views or motives of the Soviet Union. This included calling 
to attention actions such as the tacit Nazi-Soviet Pact made during 
the war and the transparently aggressive Soviet invasion of Poland in 
1939. He goes on to conclude that the IMT was successfully created for 
the sole reason that the Soviets and Americans had the same ultimate 
objective throughout the process: to try and condemn criminals of the 
Axis powers.25 Because the United States representatives were bound 
by the political need to remain peaceful with their allies in order to 
effectively try the Nazi leaders, they had to create a double standard of 
acceptable war conduct. 

Nuremberg’s True Legacy: A Fifty Year Long Redemption?

While these interpretations don’t necessarily speak to how morally 
legitimate the counts set in Nuremberg should theoretically be, it is 
clear that the IMT was tainted by the political interests of the time 
and was not the precedent-setting legacy that some idealists argue it 
was. Rather than a seminal legacy deterring future aggressive warfare, 
the IMT was more of an isolated resolution to an unrepeatable 
political circumstance. All aggressive warfare and misconduct against 
humanity since the Second World War is evidence to the fact that the 
IMT’s intended legacy of preventing future wars was most decidedly 
not accomplished. Not only did the unique politics of the post-war 
climate inhibit this Tribunal from establishing the legitimate precedent 
that it could have, but international politics continued to render its 
rules dishonored and ignored, at least until very recently. This reality is 
shown by the fact that the IMT’s laws were arguably never enforced for 
a whole fifty years until the 1990s, when the United Nations Security 
Council established international tribunals to investigate, record, and 
prosecute misconduct in war and atrocities against humanity.26

To many historians, the 1993 International Criminal Tribunal for the 
investigation of “ethnic cleansing” in the former Yugoslavia marked a 
near revival of the Nuremberg spirit, only this time supported by years 
of preparation and legal credibility. Similar investigations began for the 
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genocide in Rwanda a year later in 1994.27 Even as recently as this year, 
the International Criminal Court, established by the United Nations 
in 2002, announced intentions to begin human rights cases against 
crimes committed on Palestinian land. The United States, however, 
may still have yet to answer for much of its military misconduct 
committed in foreign countries throughout the years.28 While it still 
looks like true change will forever be mired down by political obstacles, 
the international community has nevertheless presented its aspirations 
to uphold the spirit that at least partially initiated the IMT after over 
fifty years. It is perhaps an idealistic but hopeful sentiment that the 
rather tainted legacy of the International Military Tribunal may yet be 
redeemed by future international creations.
 
Appendix A

Control Council Law No. 10, Article II

1. Each of the following acts is recognized as a crime:

(a) Crimes against Peace. Initiation of invasions of other countries 
and wars of aggression in violation of international laws and treaties, 
including but not limited to planning, preparation, initiation or 
waging a war of aggression, or a war of violation of international 
treaties, agreements or assurances, or participation in a common 
plan or conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the foregoing.

(b) War Crimes. Atrocities or offenses against persons or property 
constituting violations of the laws or customs of war, including but 
not limited to, murder, ill treatment or deportation to slave labour or 
for any other purpose, of civilian population from occupied territory, 
murder or ill treatment of prisoners of war or persons on the seas, 
killing of hostages, plunder of public or private property, wanton 
destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified 
by military necessity.
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(c) Crimes against Humanity. Atrocities and offenses, including but 
not limited to murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, 
imprisonment, torture, rape, or other inhumane acts committed 
against any civilian population, or persecutions on political, racial or 
religious grounds whether or not in violation of the domestic laws of 
the country where perpetrated.

(d) Membership in categories of a criminal group or organization 
declared criminal by the International Military Tribunal.

2. Any person without regard to nationality or the capacity in 
which he acted, is deemed to have committed a crime as defined 
in paragraph 1 of this Article, if he was (a) a principal or (b) was 
an accessory to the commission of any such crime or ordered or 
abetted the same or (c) took a consenting part therein or (d) was 
connected with plans or enterprises involving its commission or 
(e) was a member of any organization or group connected with the 
commission of any such crime or (f) with reference to paragraph 
1 (a) if he held a high political, civil or military (including General 
Staff) position in Germany or in one of its Allies, co-belligerents or 
satellites or held high position in the financial, industrial or economic 
life of any such country.

3. Any persons found guilty of any of the crimes above mentioned 
may upon conviction be punished as shall be determined by the 
tribunal to be just. Such punishment may consist of one or more 
of the following:

(a) Death.

(b) Imprisonment for life or a term of years, with or without 
hard labor.
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(c) Fine, and imprisonment with or without hard labour, 
in lieu thereof.

(d) Forfeiture of property.

(e) Restitution of property wrongfully acquired.

(f) Deprivation of some or all civil rights.

Any property declared to be forfeited or the restitution of which is 
ordered by the Tribunal shall be delivered to the Control Council for 
Germany, which shall decide on its disposal.

4. (a) The official position of any person, whether as Head of State or 
as a responsible official in a Government Department, does not free 
him from responsibility for a crime or entitle him to mitigation of 
punishment.

(b) The fact that any person acted pursuant to the order of his 
Government or of a superior does not free him from responsibility 
for a crime, but may be considered in mitigation.

5. In any trial or prosecution for a crime herein referred to, the 
accused shall not be entitled to the benefits of any statute of limitation 
in respect to the period from 30 January 1933 to 1 July 1945, nor shall 
any immunity, pardon or amnesty granted under the Nazi regime be 
admitted as a bar to trial or punishment.
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Appendix B

Paul Carmack, The Christian Science Monitor editorial cartoon 
(October 19, 1945).
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Appendix C

Roper and Gallup’s American Institute of Public Opinion (AIPO) 
and Office of Public Opinion Research (OPOR) polls on Nazi leader 
treatment (March 26, 1942 – April 27, 1945).
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Pre-Stonewall San Francisco: 
How Organizations and Resistance to 
Police Raids Prefigured the Stonewall Riots 

Alex Neumann

Why San Francisco?
 
New York’s Stonewall Riots are widely regarded as the single most im-
portant turning point in the history of the gay rights movement in 
America. They are seen as having transformed gay communities all 
throughout the country and signaled the beginning of the modern 
fight for gay rights. The riots began when, after years of discrimination 
against gays and gay bars in New York City, police raided a popular gay 
bar in Greenwich Village called the Stonewall Inn. Following several 
arrests, a riot broke out between the police and the crowd. The next 
day, thousands gathered in front of the inn to protest, and when the 
police showed up another riot ensued. By that time, millions of Ameri-
cans had heard about the turmoil and several cities held protests of 
their own. The Stonewall Riots produced a never-before-seen reaction 
from gay communities throughout America, and suddenly the country 
had a sizable and visible queer population.*
 
Unlike other cities, San Francisco already had an active gay commu-
nity prior to the Stonewall Riots. The protests in San Francisco fol-
lowing Stonewall were not surprising because people there had been 
protesting in support of gay rights for decades. There was no sudden 
emergence of homosexual organizations in San Francisco after Stone-
wall because those groups already existed. This then raises the ques-
tion, “Why did San Francisco already have such a large and vibrant 

This paper was written for Dr. Charles Hanson’s Advanced Placement 
U.S. History class in the spring of 2015.

*  Throughout this paper, I use the term “queer,” along with the terms “gay,” “lesbian,”  
 and “homosexual,” to encompass a wide range of people who identify as a sexual or  
 gender minority. 
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queer community before the Stonewall Riots?” While there are several 
factors that could help answer this question, historians disagree on ex-
actly what these factors are. Allan Bérubé focuses almost exclusively 
on the presence of gay and lesbian soldiers and sailors in the city. Nan 
Alamilla Boyd mentions this factor, but also draws attention to the po-
lice harassment that led to civil and legal resistance from the queer 
community. Walter Frank, on the contrary, emphasizes the impact of 
negotiations with tolerant police and politicians. He and Vicki Eaklor 
also point to the 1950’s Beat culture scene, which made the city more 
inclusive of outcasts. Despite their historiographical debates, these 
same historians agree on many factors as well, from the formation of 
several queer organizations to the Stonewall-like raids that occurred 
in the city.1

 
It is true that the influx of gay and lesbian soldiers and sailors during 
and after the Second World War provided San Francisco with a sizable 
queer community and strains of gay culture that set the stage for future 
growth and action. However, this group only provided a foundation 
for later progress; it was not the direct catalyst of this progress. After 
the arrival of these servicemen, several organizations were created in 
San Francisco that began to advocate for the homosexual community. 
As these organizations expanded their size and influence, they helped 
bring the city’s gay community together and increase its visibility. Ad-
ditionally, police raids on gay bars in the city, similar to the raids that 
sparked the Stonewall Riots, spurred extreme resistance and made 
headlines, further uniting the gay community and drawing national 
attention. This combination of strong, united activism and public at-
tention attracted other gays and lesbians from all over the country to 
San Francisco. 

Gay Servicemen and Veterans Flock to San Francisco
 
During the Second World War, hundreds of thousands of gays and les-
bians served in the military. In fact, Alfred Kinsey, a renowned biolo-
gist and sexologist, concluded from his wartime surveys that there were 
between 650,000 and 1.6 million gay soldiers (out of approximately 16 
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million total soldiers).2 Like any other soldiers, they left their home-
towns and ventured to military bases all across the country. People who 
had struggled with their sexuality in isolation met many other soldiers 
just like themselves and began to form small communities in various 
cities. These men and women, once trapped and unaware that homo-
sexuality even existed, were able to explore their sexualities and discuss 
their identities in their new lives as servicemen and women. This is not 
to say that the military itself was accepting of gays and lesbians. In fact, 
official military policy prohibited gays and lesbians from serving openly 
in the military and even banned all personnel from entering some of 
the queer bars in San Francisco.3 Instead, gays and lesbians serving in 
the war were, for the first time, able to meet other homosexuals and 
build small strains of gay culture in the cities they inhabited. 

Those lucky enough to be stationed in San Francisco discovered traces 
of a preexisting queer culture and a generally accepting atmosphere, 
perks that were not as prevalent in other cities. By the 1940’s, popular 
gay bars like Finocchio’s, the Silver Dollar, the Black Cat Café, and the 
Top of the Mark had established an active gay nightlife that attracted 
lots of soldiers.4 Many of these nightclubs were right next to Broadway 
Street, a hub for entertainment and tourism, and this location helped 
acclimate the rest of the city with the queer community. Addition-
ally, these clubs differed from their contemporaries in New York in 
that New York’s State Liquor Authority heavily regulated the sale of 
alcohol, while no strict regulatory body existed in San Francisco.5 As 
such, queer nightlife was less restricted by regulation and police inter-
vention, allowing gay bar culture to grow. Gay servicemen also found 
the city to be very inclusive. As gay soldier Bob Ruffing recalled, “The 
people who lived in San Francisco… were awfully good to servicemen. 
I remember a woman…. [who] used to have a [gay] party once a week. 
There were many of them throughout the city.”6 The thriving night-
life and tolerant atmosphere allowed San Francisco’s queer culture to 
progress much faster than gay communities in other major cities. As 
historian Vicki Eaklor asserts, “It is logical to begin [the gay rights 
movement with] San Francisco… because so many strains of culture 
and subculture met there.” She believes that a flourishing “queer pres-



ence” during and after the Second World War was one of the first of 
these strains and thus set the foundation for San Francisco’s enormous 
and vibrant queer culture in the 1950’s and 1960’s.7

While active servicemen in San Francisco greatly expanded the city’s 
gay community and culture during the war, many veterans also flocked 
to the city after the end of the war. Some, like Bob Ruffing and Bert 
Gerrits, settled permanently in the city after being stationed there. 
Others, like Pat Bond, had never set foot there before but moved to 
the city after hearing of its booming queer culture.8 The war had given 
many gays and lesbians the opportunity to be themselves within small 
queer communities, so after its conclusion they flocked to San Francis-
co in search of an even larger community. These veterans found what 
they were looking for, and “immersed [themselves] in the gay night life 
that flourished in San Francisco… after the war.”9

People like Ben Small, who was “much more prepared to be an up-
front homosexual once [he] settled… in San Francisco,” also became 
more active in the community than they had been during the war.10 

Now free from the burden of hiding their identity from the military, 
some formed small advocacy groups and promoted political and social 
change. For example, gay veterans organized a rally in San Francisco 
on Armed Forces Day in 1966 to protest the exclusion of homosexuals 
from the military.11 While this advocacy had no major immediate im-
pact, it did help pave the way for future organizations to develop. The 
physical presence of gay servicemen and veterans in San Francisco, the 
spirited culture they developed, and the political action they began to 
organize laid the groundwork for the increased activism that trans-
formed the city’s queer culture in later decades. 

The Emergence of Queer Organizations

During the 1950’s and 1960’s, several queer organizations emerged in 
and around San Francisco. A few of these groups, such as the Mat-
tachine Society, began elsewhere and then developed branches in San 
Francisco. However, the majority of these organizations originated 
in San Francisco and kept their headquarters there as they spread 
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throughout the country, making the city’s queer community the most 
politically and socially active community in the nation by the mid-
dle of the 1960’s. This flurry of political activity attracted other queer 
people to San Francisco and increased the visibility of the city’s homo-
sexual community.

As early as the 1950’s, homosexual organizations began popping up in 
San Francisco. One such group, the Daughters of Bilitis (DOB), began 
in 1955 as a lesbian activist organization dedicated to helping lesbi-
ans integrate themselves into society. Much of their work, whether it 
was public discussions about lesbian issues or legal support for lesbian 
bars, increased the visibility of lesbians in San Francisco. If the city’s 
press wasn’t publicizing the DOB’s efforts, their monthly newsletter, 
The Ladder, succeeded in doing so. As Boyd points out, The Ladder 
became their “[literal] ladder to public visibility and social mobility.”12 

The Council on Religion and the Homosexual (CRH) was another San 
Francisco-based organization working for the queer community. Found-
ed in 1964 by Glide Memorial Church and the founders of DOB, CRH 
aimed to bring together various homosexual activists to educate the reli-
gious community and make it more tolerant of gays and lesbians.13 

According to their 1964-1967 progress report, CRH spoke with lead-
ers of various religious groups about queer issues, and many of these 
groups adopted pro-gay changes as a result of these discussions. For 
example, in March of 1965, CRH convinced Bishop Pike of the Protes-
tant Episcopal Church to create a “Joint Committee on Homosexual-
ity for the Episcopal Diocese of California.” The committee worked to 
get rid of laws banning homosexual sex, improve police treatment of 
homosexuals, end discrimination against gay bars, and foster conver-
sations about queer issues with members of the law enforcement and 
religious communities.14                                   

Additionally, CRH co-sponsored a national theological conference 
about homosexuality in San Francisco. The event was held in 1967 at the 
same time as the Second National Planning Conference of Homophile 
Organizations, another San Francisco-based conference that brought to-
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gether homosexual activists from all over the country.15 CRH also met 
with the Department of Defense and both state and federal congress-
men, and supported the political campaigns of local gays and lesbians.16

Their extensive work throughout these years was publicized in radio 
programs, television shows, and several national publications, includ-
ing Newsweek, Time, and the Wall Street Journal.17 This news coverage 
was yet another way CRH made the nation aware of San Francisco’s 
pioneering queer community. As the organization gained prominence, 
their membership drastically increased and they created branches in 
places like Honolulu, Chicago, and Philadelphia. As co-founder Dr. 
Clarence Colwell stated in an article in the Los Angeles Times, “a large 
number of the homosexuals disenchanted with organized religion 
[found] their way” into CRH.18 All of this work was mentioned in 
CRH’s progress report, which potentially exaggerated their achieve-
ments in the hopes of receiving more donations. Yet, the sheer size and 
scope of their efforts, exaggerated or not, undoubtedly led to national 
recognition and contributed to the dynamic activism of San Francis-
co’s queer community. 

The Society for Individual Rights (SIR), also formed in San Francisco 
in 1964, was another prominent organization operating in the city be-
fore Stonewall. It focused on community support and political activ-
ism, and like CRH quickly garnered national attention. From S.T.D. 
prevention initiatives to homosexual voter registration programs, 
SIR had an enormous impact on San Francisco’s homosexual com-
munity.19 SIR also released a monthly magazine, Vector, which de-
tailed recent stories and upcoming events in the San Francisco area. 
An event calendar in their April 1965 issue conveys just how active 
SIR was in the city. Bowling nights, camping trips, dance groups, and 
political planning meetings were just a few of the activities that filled 
every day of the monthly calendar. In fact, the only day without an 
event was listed as “a day for whatever [members] used to do before 
SIR came on the scene.”20 While Vector, like CRH’s progress report, 
aimed to please current members and attract new ones, the numer-
ous events and services listed in the publication nevertheless indicate 
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SIR played a big role in socially uniting San Francisco’s homosexual 
community and increasing its political strength and visibility. Histo-
rian Walter Frank agrees in his book Law and the Gay Rights Story 
that “in its combination of political and social activities . . . SIR [pro-
vided] a social outlet for the gay community and [insisted] on its 
rights.” In doing so, he believes the organization “very much antici-
pated” the successful homosexual activism that followed Stonewall.21  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
San Francisco’s Stonewall

Prior to Stonewall, many raids on gay bars in San Francisco, similar to 
those that led to the Stonewall Riots, sparked outrage and helped unite 
the city’s homosexual community and encourage activism. The most 
significant of these incidents occurred in 1965, when police raided 
a New Year’s Eve Ball sponsored by the Council on Religion and the 
Homosexual, and several attendees were arrested. The New Year’s Eve 
Ball was a private event held at California Hall attended by some 600 
gays and lesbians. Although the San Francisco police department had 
promised to stay clear of the dance, they stationed police and squad 
cars by the entrance and plain-clothes officers took pictures of every-
one entering and leaving. When the police were asked to leave, they 
responded by arresting four of the attendees for interfering with police 
work and two others for disorderly conduct. By the next day, CRH had 
organized a press conference where they criticized the police for their 
actions and gained national media coverage.22 The organization also 
sent letters to the mayor of San Francisco, the U.S. Attorney General, 
the Vice President, and the President. Vice President Hubert Hum-
phrey actually sent a response back assuring them that the event would 
receive attention.23

Because CRH was so quick to release their version of the story to 
the press, much of the media coverage was pro-gay and anti-police. 
Articles like Donovan Bess’s “Angry Ministers Rip Police” in the San 
Francisco Chronicle had few quotes in support of police yet incorpo-
rated many quotes from attendees that made the police behavior seem 
completely unjustified and discriminatory.24 Political cartoons like Len 
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Devereaux’s “Making Task” in the San Francisco Observer mocked po-
lice by claiming that they had no reason to arrest anyone.25 As CRH 
President John Lewis put it, “Thorough coverage of the event by the 
news media brought society’s unsatisfactory treatment of the homo-
sexual to the attention of the American public.”26

Homosexual activists got another victory when the trial against the 
four attendees accused of interfering with police activity was halted by 
the judge, Leo Friedman, who stated “It’s useless to waste everybody’s 
time following this to its finale.”27 In addition, after pressure from a 
heated front-page editorial in the San Francisco Chronicle, the San 
Francisco Police Department issued a formal apology and admitted 
they had made a mistake. Although the other two men arrested were 
eventually convicted of reduced charges, overall the event was a ma-
jor victory for San Francisco queer activists. Prominent gay journalist 
George Mendenhall believes that the event “opened the door for a lot 
of things…. It made people aware of the gay community, and it woke 
up a lot of people to accept [homosexuals].”28

Similarly, raids at the Tay-Bush Inn in 1961 and Compton’s Cafeteria in 
1966 enraged the city’s queer community and inspired further political 
action. The Tay-Bush raid, in which more than 100 homosexuals were 
arrested, spurred a media frenzy and brought discrimination against 
the queer community into the public eye.29 The incident at Compton’s 
Cafeteria actually produced a riot, as patrons fought back against po-
lice quite violently. This riot also generated a lot of publicity and was 
the first major incident involving transgender people. Eaklor appropri-
ately describes it as a “turning point in transgender activism.”30

While historians Vicki Eaklor and Walter Frank disagree about some 
of the specific factors that made San Francisco’s gay population so large 
and visible prior to Stonewall, both mention the raids as important 
causes. Eaklor believes that these two riots were major milestones for 
San Francisco. She sees the reaction to the New Year’s riot as the first 
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time a capable organization existed and was able to respond effectively 
to such an incident. Frank compared the police’s mistakes during the 
Stonewall Riots to police errors at the New Year’s Eve Ball, as he be-
lieves this comparison is another example of how pre-Stonewall San 
Francisco anticipated post-Stonewall America.31

Lessons Learned from San Francisco’s Pre-Stonewall Activists
 
If one considers San Francisco’s pre-Stonewall gay community success-
ful in advancing the gay rights movement, many lessons can be taken 
from that time and applied to the current fight for equality. The tactics 
of today’s activists differ sharply from those employed by the origi-
nal homosexual organizations like DOB and CRH. These early groups 
started grass roots movements and worked together on initiatives and 
events. They acted boldly and crossed lines no one else had crossed, 
garnering national publicity as a result. While modern-day organiza-
tions are working at a time when many barriers have already been bro-
ken and the majority of the country is accepting of gays and lesbians, 
they could still benefit from implementing these strategies. Because of 
the recent success of current organizations, these groups have not felt 
the need to join forces or try innovative ideas. However, the gay rights 
movement, and marriage equality in particular, is going to encoun-
ter harsh resistance as it inches closer and closer to full equality. The 
most conservative Southern states and the most homophobic religious 
groups are not simply going to give up, and current tactics will not be 
enough to overcome this opposition. Thus, today’s activists will need 
to work together and devise fresh solutions in order to reach their fi-
nal goal. They have much to learn from San Francisco’s pre-Stonewall 
queer community, one of the first and most successful attempts to ad-
vance the rights of gays and lesbians in America.
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This paper was written for Ryan Dean’s U.S. History class in the 
spring of 2015.  

The Rise of White Supremacy in 17th-Century 
Colonial America

Shannon Shih 

It is ironic that after more than two centuries of struggle, America still 
hasn’t lived up to the idea that all men are born equal. Non-Whites 
such as Blacks, Indians, and more recently Hispanics are still treated as 
inferior to Whites today. But how did this idea come about? To address 
this important question, we should begin by looking at  the 17th century, 
when the English colonies were developing and constantly in need 
of labor. To satisfy this demand, the colonists turned to people from 
Europe and Africa. At first, the English treated foreign laborers, such 
as the Irish and Africans, as equally inferior to themselves. But over the 
next century the brunt of English antagonism gradually shifted to the 
Native Americans and Africans. Historians disagree about the reasons 
for this change. Some argue that it was fueled by capitalistic motives, 
while others claim that it was caused by preconceptions that the English 
brought over from England. Although it is easy to blame the cause of 
White Supremacy on a single factor, a combination of convenience, 
economics, and fear from 1620 to 1676 resulted in the foundations of 
the American phenomenon of White Supremacy. 

Court documents hint that slaves existed in the English colonies as early 
as 1619, when a Dutch ship sold “20. and odd Negroes” to Jamestown.1  
Preexisting slave trade routes to Brazil and the Carribean made slaves 
easier to obtain because the infrastructure to transport slaves was already 
there.2 Records from the time also indicate that the economic demand 
for labor caused the colonists to import more Blacks, compelling the 
elites to make Blacks inferior to Whites in order to control both Whites 
and Blacks. Statutes also suggest that the English regarded all non-
Europeans with a measure of fear because of the possibility that they 
would rebel against the English. 



However, in order to determine the root cause of White Supremacy, we 
must examine the circumstances that surrounded it. Almost as soon as 
the English settled in the New World, they discovered that profitable 
cash crops such as tobacco grew well there. As a result, the colonists 
needed more labor to grow enough cash crops to make a profit. To ease 
this problem, the Virginian legislature implemented the Headright 
System, which stipulated that anyone, White or Black, who came to the 
colonies as an indentured servant would receive a ‘headright’ (about 
5 km2) of land after they served their term. After their indentured 
terms ran out, the Europeans were free to buy their own land and start 
their own plantations. However, this system increased competition 
between plantation owners, which decreased the amount of profit each 
plantation owner gained. In addition, many of the later indentured 
servants received plots of land with poorer soil that produced fewer 
crops, pushing them to seize more land from the Native Americans. 
Angered by the encroaching colonists in New England, the Native 
Americans fought back and severely reduced the colonies’ population 
and economy in 1675, an event that was later called King Phillip’s 
War. Meanwhile in Virginia, a group of dissatisfied former indentured 
servants and free Blacks led by Nathaniel Bacon rose up against the elite 
planter class in Jamestown in 1676. As a result, the elite class curbed the 
number of indentured servants allowed in the colony and began to fear 
and enslave Blacks and Native Americans.

Over the years, there have been many different conclusions about how 
these events contributed to the rise of White Supremacy. Nineteenth-
century historians almost universally believed that slavery and racial 
prejudice were present from the establishment of the colonies. In the 
1940s, the issue came into focus when anti-racist sentiments swept the 
nation in the wake of the atrocities the Nazis committed during World 
War II, sparking new ideas and theses. In 1949, Wesley F. Craven, a 
professor at Princeton University, suggested that Whites might have had 
a “natural distaste” for Blacks.3 The next year, Oscar and Mary F. Handlin 
from Harvard University argued instead that the Whites were at first 
apathetic towards Blacks and Indians, but that slavery developed out of 
an economic need by the Whites to supplement the labor force.4 By 1692, 
Winthrop Jordan, author of the seminal book White Over Black, argued 
that both slavery and prejudice were “equally cause and effect” in the 
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process of dehumanizing Blacks, while “economic practicalities shaped 
the external form of debasement.”5 More recently, Robin Blackburn 
proposed in 1996 that slaveowners utilized slaves because they were 
more profitable than indentured servants, and used race to justify their 
practice.6 So how did the conditions in colonial America give rise to 
White Supremacy? It appears that it was a combination of geographical, 
psychological, and economic conditions that enabled the colonists to 
discriminate against Blacks and Native Americans.

One of the major factors that allowed slavery to flourish in the English 
colonies was the existence of other European colonies in the Americas 
before 1607, which made slaves a convenient source of labor. This 
encouraged the colonists to use Blacks as slaves and view them as 
inferior early in the colonies’ history. By the time the English settled 
in Jamestown in 1607, other European powers such as the Spanish had 
utilized Africans as slaves for more than a century, indicating that the 
infrastructure for the transportation of African slaves was already in 
place.7 This enabled the labor-starved colonies to obtain and use slaves 
as their primary source of labor very easily, which reinforced their 
association with inferior status. In fact, the first Africans that came 
to the English colonies in 1619 were brought over by the Dutch, who 
originally intended to sell the slaves to New Spain.8 There is evidence 
that the English treated the Africans as slaves, or at least differently 
from other indentured servants, from as early as the 1640s, perhaps 
because the Dutch sold the Africans as slaves to the English and the 
English proceeded to use them as such. For example, an inventory 
compiled in 1643 from Northampton, Virginia valued “Caine the negro, 
very anncient at” 3000 pounds without listing a serving term, while a 
presumably White servant named “Nehemia Coventon Aged 12 yeares 
to serve 8 yeares” was valued at 1000 pounds.9 The only other Black 
person listed was a nameless 12-year-old girl valued at 2000 pounds, 
again without a serving term.10 Charging twice the price of a young, 
healthy indentured servant with 8 years left in her term for a Black girl of 
the same age and charging even more for an old Black man would make 
no sense if the Black girl and the Black man were indentured servants. 
The only explanation for this price discrepancy would be if the two 
Blacks were slaves for life, which would allow their owner to get many 
more years of labor out of them than an indentured servant. The lack of 
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serving terms and full names for both Blacks suggests that Blacks were 
treated differently from other laborers and perhaps even regarded as 
unequal to the Whites. Furthermore, that this appeared in an inventory 
suggests that such valuations were probably already standard practice. 
Indeed, a Rhode Island law written in 1652 explicitly stated that it is a 
“common course amongst English men to buy negers, to…have them 
for service or slaves forever.”11 The law then also prohibited slavery 
“for the preventing of such practices among us,” implying the colonists 
regarded slavery as subhuman and immoral.12 This shows that the 
colonies that did allow slavery, such as Virginia, were aware that their 
actions were denigrating the Blacks, but continued it anyway, indicating 
that the economic benefit of slavery encouraged the Whites to overlook 
the degradation of Blacks. 

Due to the economic profitability of using slaves to provide labor, the 
population of Black slaves in the colonies rapidly increased, driving 
slaveowners to promote the image that Blacks were inferior to the 
Whites in order to pacify the lower class Whites, who felt threatened 
by the influx of Black slaves. Over the course of the 17th century, the 
demand for cash crops from the colonies grew steadily. In fact, “by 
1670…half of the adult male population in England smoked tobacco 
daily” and the consumption of tobacco per capita grew 229% from 1620 
to 1698.13 This demand caused plantation owners to hire more laborers 
in order to produce more tobacco, which led to periodic labor shortages 
that put the problem of labor at the forefront of legislators’ minds, as 
evidenced by the number of laws pertaining to slavery during the time. 
This indicates that the plantation owners’ desire for profit outpaced the 
infrastructure needed to provide enough indentured servants to satisfy 
demand, pushing the colonists to turn to the most convenient solution: 
African slaves. 

By definition, slaves had to work for life, which provided on average 
around thirty years of labor, but an indentured servant would only 
provide labor for a maximum of around seven years, and the cost of 
retraining a new indentured servant to replace the old one would also 
add to the cost of labor. Slaves also “were in no position to claim land 
or demand wages” and could not “legally desert the planter,” making 
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slaves much more reliable laborers in a business where “the demand for 
labour was intense and timing was critical.”14 Furthermore, the Blacks’ 
darker skin made it much easier to find runaway Black slaves within a 
free White population.15 The price of a slave also fell between 1650 and 
1690 due to increased competition that made slaves more plentiful (see 
Figure 1), making slaves a more popular option to plantation owners 
in the New World.16 However, when the population of Blacks rose 
substantially, many White indentured servants felt threatened by the 
Blacks.17  In response to those economic and social factors, slaveowners 
“stimulated a racial fear and solidarity which helped” the slaveowner 
justify the use of Black slaves because they were “dangerous” and “[rally] 
the support of white smallholders,” who would then have the privilege 
of being part of the “ruling race” at the same time. This enabled the 
wealthier slaveowners to control both poor Whites and Blacks by 
degrading the Blacks, eventually giving rise to White Supremacy.18

Alongside the economic origins of White Supremacy is evidence in the 
lawbooks. After several destructive conflicts such as Bacon’s Rebellion 
of 1676 and King Phillip’s War of 1675, the English grew fearful of Blacks 
and Native Americans due to the threat that they posed to the colonists 
and the vast differences in appearance and culture, causing them to limit 
the freedoms of both groups and thus giving them status as second-
class citizens. From as early as 1640, the colonists limited the legal rights 
of Blacks by prohibiting them from owning “arms and ammunition,” 
which suggests that the colonists feared armed insurrections from 
discontented Black slaves and sought to alleviate this fear by denying 
certain rights from the Blacks.19 Virginia laws also clearly establish the 
attitudes of the colonists towards Blacks. For instance, an act passed in 
1662 required “any christian…[who] committ[ed] ffornication with a 
negro man or woman…[must] pay double the ffines imposed by the 
former act,” indicating that the legislators viewed Blacks as disgusting 
and feared racial mixing.20

Native Americans, the only other non-White group in the colonies, 
were not spared discrimination. Before King Phillip’s War, Native 
Americans were virtually equal to any other English colonist. The 
House of Burgesses in Jamestown decreed that Native Americans could 
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not be sold as “slaves nor for any longer than English of the like ages” in 
1662.21 After King Phillip’s War erupted in 1675, however, the legislators 
limited the rights of Native Americans. In 1676, they passed an act titled 
“an act for carrying on a warre against the barbarous Indians,” which 
decreed, “all Indians taken in warr be held and accounted slaves dureing 
life.”22 This reversal of attitudes before and after conflict between Native 
Americans and Whites clearly illustrates that fear of violence from the 
Native Americans motivated the colonists to take away privileges from 
the Native Americans, demoting the entire race to a status below that 
of Whites.

Perhaps the largest factor that convinced the colonists to change their 
labor practices was Bacon’s Rebellion. This event forced the colonists to 
reconsider the social impact of their labor on the colony, leading them 
to denigrate Blacks to the same level as the Native Americans in order 
to prevent Blacks and White indentured servants from rising up against 
the elites. Even before the rebellion, there were concerns that “single 
freemen (whose labor will hardly maintain them) or men in such 
debt…[will] defect to [the Dutch] in hopes of bettering their condition,”  
indicating that the rich upper class was fearful of rebellion from former 
indentured servants.23 This thought was further reinforced once the 
colonists witnessed former indentured servants and Blacks burn down 
Jamestown together, demonstrating the destruction that discontented 
lower class colonists could inflict on the colony. Thus, when the British 
government reestablished control over the colony, the colonists began 
to look for alternatives to indentured servitude to avoid increasing the 
population of dissatisfied former indentured servants. As a result, they 
began discriminating more based on race in order to control the poor, 
thus preventing the Blacks and Whites from uniting by making Blacks 
inferior to Whites.24 Records show that the number of servants in the 
Chesapeake colonies declined sharply after 1680, while the African 
population grew exponentially, surpassing the servant population after 
1680 (see Figure 2). This shows that the slaveowners were beginning to 
replace their indentured laborers with slaves.25 This movement towards 
slavery clearly shows that the slaveowners were looking for alternatives 
to indentured servants, accelerating the dehumanization of Blacks in 
the colonies through enslavement. 
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White Supremacy arose in the English colonies because of a combination 
of certain factors that made the lawmakers of the colonies place Whites 
at the top of their newly established society. Despite its ancient origins, 
White Supremacy is still a very prevalent issue today, if the riots over 
police shootings of Blacks and the overwhelming pervasiveness of 
Whites in the top echelons of society are anything to go by. Knowing 
how White Supremacy even came into being would help us prevent 
similar mentalities from arising elsewhere, and perhaps even figure out 
how to end it. 
 

Figure 1: Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, “British-American and West African,” 
in Historical Statistics of Black, 1.
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Figure 2: Source: Matson, The Economy of Early, 155. 
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Designing and Building a 
Remotely Operated Car

Shea Ketsdever

1  Abstract

This project explores creating an Arduino and XBee system for con-
trolling a remotely operated car. User input from a joystick is detected 
and encoded by a controlling module, which remotely transmits data 
to a receiving module that decodes these commands and instructs the 
movement of the vehicle. Each Arduino communicates serially with an 
XBee radio module that facilitates communication between the con-
trolling and receiving ends.

2  Introduction

2.1  Inspiration and Goal

The goal of this project was to implement an original design for a re-
motely operated car, focusing especially on the software and electron-
ics. It was inspired by previous student work and a personal interest in 
becoming more familiar with the electronic and software side of engi-
neering. For this reason, the project had two main goals: to construct a 
functioning RC car, and to master software and related skills that will 
no doubt be useful in future endeavors. By constructing the car and 
writing code from scratch, new suggestions could be made to eliminate 
redundancy and improve the efficiency of current designs.

This paper was written for Dr. James Dann’s Applied Science 
Research class in the spring of 2015. 



2.2  Process

2.2.1  Initial Familiarization and Electronic Prototyping

Initially, a significant amount of time was invested in familiarizing 
myself with Arduino and prototyping the basic electronic set-up. In-
structional manuals and online resources provided an excellent intro-
duction to operating the microcontroller, and sample programs were 
implemented to gain more insight into the nuances of coding with Ar-
duino. The first major milestone in this regard involved getting an LED 
to blink on and off repeatedly. Following these simple experiments, a 
potentiometer was added and tested to begin prototyping the electron-
ics and code involved in manually controlling the car. The potentiom-
eter was connected to the Arduino as an input, and LEDs were attached 
on a breadboard as outputs. Code was then implemented to turn the 
LEDs off and on according to directions from the potentiometer; test-
ing indicated that communication was successful.
 
Next, more electronics were added to the existing setup to test whether 
a motor could be made to spin based on input from the potentiometer. 
A transistor was added to the circuit to receive output current from the 
Arduino when the potentiometer was moved into a certain orientation. 
When activated, the transistor allowed current from an external power 
supply to flow through an attached motor, making it spin. After much 
tweaking, the transistor and motor setup functioned successfully.
 
At this point, all other motors could have been attached in similar fash-
ion with transistors; and with more work on the mechanical end, the 
car could have been made to move forwards and even turn. However, 
this design did not yet accommodate for propelling the car backwards, 
so the electronics were further adapted to include an H-bridge and al-
low for the motors to spin in both directions, enabling the car to move 
both forwards and backwards. First the electronics were isolated and 
tested on a separate breadboard in the simplest state possible (i.e. no 
Arduino input). After various tweaks and testing, the H-bridge oper-
ated a motor and was deemed successful. These electronics were then 
attached to the Arduino system so the motor could be flexibly operated 
based on input from the joystick. Finally, these electronic components 
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were soldered to a protoboard, minimizing their overall size and allow-
ing them to be integrated more compactly into the overall design of the 
car. After testing and desoldering some loose connections, the board 
was deemed reliable enough to add to the car.

2.2.2  Mechanical Construction

Next, the focus shifted to constructing the physical car using compo-
nents from the DAGU car kit. Four motors were attached inside the 
frame, and each was outfitted with one wheel. The electronics were then 
mounted on top of the frame using tape, and some small wood scraps 
from the laser cutter were used to construct a small mount so the wires 
would not interfere with the wheels. For testing purposes, a small wood 
block was acquired and placed underneath the frame of the car to el-
evate the vehicle off the ground while allowing the wheels to spin freely 
so that more intricate adjustments could be made.

2.2.3  First Prototype: Wires

With the vehicle functioning, electronics could be finalized, attached, 
and tested in conjunction with the car. A second H-bridge was added 
along with the appropriate circuitry so the remaining two motors could 
also be controlled. 9V batteries were also substituted for the power sup-
plies to eliminate the need for external power and make it possible for 
the electronics on board to be self-contained.
 
Longer wires were attached from the joystick to the Arduino on board 
so the car could be manipulated from a distance away. This made it 
possible to place the car on the ground and drive it long enough to test 
steering capabilities. Testing revealed that the car achieved a relatively 
high velocity and was very responsive to commands from the joystick. 
While presenting the progress on this project at the check-in meetings 
conducted at the beginning of each month, a concern was raised about 
using all four motors to drive the car. It was suggested that this might be 
counter-productive because if the motors behaved slightly differently, 
they would act against one another. In light of this, a small wooden 
axle was constructed that connected the two rear wheels through a ball 
bearing to prototype two-wheel drive. However, issues did not seem to 
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arise during initial testing of the four-wheel drive method, so the two-
wheel method was abandoned.

2.2.4  Second Prototype: Serial

Although the first prototype was perfectly functional, excessive wiring 
made the product inelegant, so serial communication was explored and 
implemented to improve the design. Serial communication required 
both software and electronic adjustments. Electronically, a second 
Arduino was added and the joystick attached to create a controlling 
module. The initial Arduino was repurposed as the receiving module 
and all components remained intact after the joystick was removed. Se-
rial communication was then facilitated between the controlling and 
receiving Arduinos by connecting the grounds and the RX and TX pins 
on the two microcontrollers (RX1 to TX2, RX2 to TX1). 
 
In terms of software, the initial code was split into receiving and con-
trolling code. The controller code interpreted joystick commands, 
while the receiving code dictated commands to the H-bridges. A small 
amount of encryption was also implemented to send the data between 
the controlling and receiving Arduinos.

2.2.5  Final Product: XBee
 
The XBee radio modules were configured using XCTU, a software pro-
gram that allows the user to manipulate the values for various features 
on the XBee. It also provides a console command line feature to facili-
tate communication with the radios. After installing FTDI drivers so 
the XBee could be recognized by the computer, the baud rates and ad-
dresses were appropriately configured so the XBees could communicate 
with one another.
 
Next, the XBees were placed on the Arduinos and connected via the 
Arduino serial ports. The code was altered slightly to accommodate for 
XBee replacing the built-in serial function, and a few other tweaks were 
made to improve efficiency.
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In addition, during the final step of implementing XBee, the original 
electronics began malfunctioning, probably due to some loose connec-
tions on the protoboard. Debugging attempts did not solve the issue, so 
electronics were transferred to a breadboard for the final design.

2.3  History

Nikola Tesla is widely acknowledged for his innovation in the field of 
radio communication. In 1891, he developed the Tesla coil, a device 
that enabled wireless transmission of electricity. Large amounts of cur-
rent are pumped through a capacitor in a primary circuit, which cre-
ates a magnetic field that collapses quickly and generates electricity in 
a surrounding secondary circuit, and sparks are emitted as the voltage 
rapidly passes through the air between the two coils. Finally, enough 
charge builds up in the capacitor in the secondary circuit and is released 
in a huge burst of electric current. Unlike conventional transformers, 
the Tesla coils are much looser and have a large air gap, enabling them 
to function at much higher voltages. Ideally, a phenomenon known 
as resonance is achieved where the timing of energy transfer between 
the primary and secondary coil is optimized to maximize the energy 
passed to the secondary coil. 
 
The Tesla coil paved the way for future advancements; when tuned to 
the same frequency as an incoming radio wave, the resonance of the 
coil allowed it to magnify the electrical energy of the signal. Through 
this method, powerful radio signals could be wirelessly received and 
transmitted through the coil. Tesla used this principle to create the first 
radio controlled device, a remotely operated boat that he introduced at 
the Electrical Exhibition of 1898 in New York City’s Madison Square 
Garden. The heavy, four-foot-long steel boat was powered by batteries 
on board, and switches connected to its propeller and rudder could be 
activated wirelessly to maneuver the vessel. Most importantly, it had a 
radio antenna on board that could receive exactly one radio frequency. 
Tesla created a specialized radio-activated switch, or “coherer,” to man-
age radio communication: a canister containing metal oxide powder 
that would orient itself in the direction of a magnetic field and become 
conductive in its presence. When activated, the coherer would advance 
the position of an adjoined disk that instructed the switches on board 
to change state and successfully maneuver the boat. 
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Figure 1: A model of the “Teleautomaton,” Tesla’s radio controlled boat. 

Initially, Tesla’s technology was not as widely adopted as he expected. 
Early pioneers included Leonardo Torres-Quevado, a Spanish engi-
neer who used wireless telegraphers to successfully control an engine-
powered boat in the early 1900s, and Archibald Low, who implemented 
radio control in an airplane in 1917. The popularity of radio increased 
dramatically during the First and Second World Wars when aircraft 
drones, radio-operated tanks, and guided missiles became instrumen-
tal to military operations. The popularization of transistors in the 1960s 
allowed for significant reductions in the size of electronic equipment 
and made radio-controlled devices more commercially accessible. Prior 
to transistors, relays and reed switches were used as toggle switches to 
control devices; but transistor-based receivers replaced this earlier ap-
proach because they took up significantly less space, sometimes reduc-
ing the size of electronic components by as much as half. Furthermore, 
transistors lowered current requirements at low voltages, replacing the 
need for high voltage batteries that had imposed many limitations. In 
the 1970s, multi-channel systems introduced further sophistication by 
making the movements of devices proportional to the movements of 
control sticks.
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Recently, one big improvement has been the introduction of spread 
spectrum technology. The crystal radio receivers that were previously 
in use had several limitations; namely, they required that the receiver 
and transmitter have matching crystals, and they only used one fre-
quency. This presented issues if two systems were operating on the 
same frequency, because the signals would interfere with one another 
and inhibit both systems from communicating appropriately. Spread 
spectrum technology, however, increases the bandwidth of a particular 
signal and thus significantly reduces interference (while also eliminat-
ing the need for matching sets of crystals).
 
Advances in battery technology have also motivated improvements in 
the radio industry. Rechargeable NiCd batteries predominated in the 
early stages of radio-operated devices, and while they were relatively 
durable, their weight presented significant restrictions. For this reason, 
lighter NiMh batteries were soon introduced and became especially 
useful in powering planes and other aircraft that had been weighed 
down by previous versions. Later on, the introduction of LiPo batteries 
marked another revolution in battery technology. While more delicate 
and hazardous than earlier models, LiPo batteries had both more volt-
age and more amperage per cell than their predecessors, making them 
ideal power sources for many devices. 
 
The wide applications of radio make the topic and this project espe-
cially interesting: gaining an understanding of remote communication 
could be useful in many fields. Military technology, commercial toys, 
and wireless communication are just a few options. Gaining more ex-
pertise on radio will no doubt be useful in many future endeavors.

3  Design

3.1  Mechanical

The mechanical design of the RC car is intentionally simplistic, to al-
low for more focus on electronics and to reduce potential for error. For 
this reason, the car is built using parts from the DAGU electronic multi 
chassis-4WD (DG012-ATV) kit:
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Figure 2: Image of the DAGU car. Battery containers and wiring are not included in the 
design for this project.  

More specifically, four 48:1 DC motors are attached to four 78 mm 
high-profile rubber wheels and placed inside a 2.5 mm thick aluminum 
frame. The following CAD drawings provide a more detailed visual of 
the car and components (all dimensions in mm): 

Figure 3: Slant view of car.
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Figure 4: Top view of car.

Electronic components including a breadboard, Arduino, and an Xbee 
receiver and corresponding breakout board are stored on the car, along 
with three 9V batteries to power the motors and Arduino. Two batter-
ies are used to power the four motors, with one battery corresponding 
to each H-bridge (which in turn controls two motors); the remaining 
battery powers the receiving Arduino and XBee module. These compo-
nents are situated on top of the frame of the car and secured with tape.

3.2  Electrical and Software

Communication with the car is facilitated by the Arduino microcon-
troller and software. A potentiometer (joystick), attached as an analog 
input, sends the voltages corresponding to its horizontal and vertical 
orientation to the controlling Arduino. These values are compared to 
high and low cut-off thresholds to determine whether the joystick is 
displaced from its initial position to the extent that warrants action. 
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More specifically, testing revealed that the Arduino reads in potenti-
ometer voltage values from 0-1023; the horizontal and vertical values 
are both approximately 500 when at rest. To account for variation in 
these voltage values and ensure that small accidental movements of the 
joystick were not interpreted as instructions for the car to move, cut-off 
values of 200 above and below this equilibrium position were selected. 
The Arduino therefore responds to voltages above 700 and below 300 
and disregards values in the intermediate range as noise. These volt-
age inputs from the potentiometer correspond to nine specific actions; 
however, only seven are executable. Moving directly to the right or to 
the left is unattainable because it is not possible for the car to move 
completely perpendicular to its current trajectory. So if the joystick is 
maneuvered directly to the right or left, the Arduino defaults to moving 
forward-right or backward-right:

Vertical voltage Horizontal voltage Action
Between 300 and 700 Between 300 and 700 No action
< 300 Between 300 and 700 Move backward
> 700 Between 300 and 700 Move forward
< 300 < 300 Move backward-left
> 300 > 700 Move backward-right
> 700 < 300 Move forward-left
> 700 > 700 Move forward-right
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This logic table is translated into a series of “if ” statements in the Arduino 
code that determines which action, if any, should be performed based on 
the current input from the potentiometer. The controlling Arduino en-
codes these action commands into a series of numbers ranging from 0 to 
6. Each number corresponds to one of the seven executable commands:

Encoded value Action
0 No movement
1 Forward
2 Forward-left
3 Forward-right
4 Backward
5 Backward-left
6 Backward-right

These numbers are then sent remotely from the controlling Arduino to 
the receiving Arduino by way of XBee. Each XBee uses serial communi-
cation to connect to its respective Arduino, and wireless radio commu-
nication to transmit and receive data with its partner. Essentially, data 
travels serially from the controlling Arduino through its XBee module, 
then wirelessly to the other XBee module, and finally serially to the re-
ceiving Arduino (see section 4.5, “Serial communication and XBee” for 
specific details). The receiving Arduino then reads in this data and de-
codes the numbers to determine which action they refer to. If an action 
is required, the actions of the four motors on board must combine to 
create the desired effect. Each motor is instructed to move forwards, 
backwards, or not at all:
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Desired Action M1 
(front left)

M2 
(front right)

M3 
(back left)

M4 
(back right)

No action No action No action No action No action
Move backward Backward Backward Backward Backward
Move forward Forward Forward Forward Forward
Move backward-left Backward Forward Backward Backward
Move backward-right Forward Backward Backward Backward
Move forward-left Backward Forward Forward Forward
Move forward-right Forward Backward Forward Forward

It should be noted that there are many possible steering techniques that 
can be used when maneuvering a car. In front-wheel drive, the front 
two tires rotate during turns while the back two tires continue going 
either straight forward or backward. Conversely, back-wheel drive in-
volves the back wheels turning while the front wheels remain straight. 
Front-wheel drive is implemented in this project, although at this point 
the choice is mainly arbitrary. Testing does not suggest flaws in this 
strategy, but back-wheel drive is an equally valid alternative.
 
After translating the voltage from the potentiometer into an action 
and determining the corresponding instructions for each motor, the 
receiving Arduino sends voltage outputs to the logic pins of the two H-
bridges controlling the motors (two motors per bridge). When a voltage 
difference is successfully created between these pins, the motor spins in 
the desired direction and propels the car. One of the advantages of H-
bridges is that their circuitry makes it possible to rotate the motors in 
either direction (described in greater detail below). In this context, this 
means that the Arduino raises one logic pin high (outputs 5V) and one 
low (0V) or vice versa to make the motor spin in the opposite direction. 
H-bridges also utilize built-in transistors to handle higher current flow 
required to power the motors.
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Figure 5: Circuit diagram for controller with Arduino, joystick, and XBee.
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Figure 6: Circuit diagram for receiver with Arduino, H-bridges, motors, batteries,  
and XBee. 
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4  Theory

4.1  Potentiometer

A potentiometer is a three-terminal resistor that utilizes a sliding com-
ponent to create an adjustable voltage divider. Potentiometers have 
three terminals: two “ends” and one “wiper” in the middle. The wiper 
is a moveable contact that slides along a resistive element, most com-
monly graphite. A mechanism attached to the wiper can be manipu-
lated externally (e.g., toggling a joystick back and forth) to move the 
wiper along the resistive element. The wiper is also connected to one 
or both of the “ends,” so as it moves across the resistive element the 
changing voltage can be measured. The closer the wiper gets to an end, 
the distance between the two decreases, which decreases the path of the 
current and therefore the resistance. 

Figure 7: An image of a standard potentiometer. 
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In this project, potentiometers are present in the design of the Spark-
Fun Thumb Joystick that enables the user to navigate the car. The joy-
stick contains two potentiometers, one for horizontal movement and 
one for vertical movement:

Figure 8: The SparkFun Thumb Joystick used to direct the car, with scale markings to 
indicate size.  

4.2  Arduino Microcontroller
 
Microcontrollers are tiny computers. They contain a processor core, 
memory, and input/output channels that enable the device to receive, 
store, manipulate, and respond to data. Input is collected from the envi-
ronment through temperature sensors, motion detectors, etc. that react 
to the environment to produce a voltage that the microcontroller can 
detect. This information is stored in the memory of the microcontroller, 
and the processor core executes various pre-determined tasks (speci-
fied in a program) to manipulate the data. In response, output signals 
can be sent to control various devices connected to the microcontroller. 



The Arduino microprocessor integrates its processor core, memory, 
and input/output slots into a small control board. As with all avr-based 
Arduino boards, the Uno operates on three pools of memory: flash 
memory, where the program sketch is stored; SRAM (static random ac-
cess memory), where the sketch stores and manipulates variables as the 
program runs; and EEPROM where permanent long-term memory is 
stored. When power is removed from the control board, SRAM is lost 
while EEPROM and Flash remain. Flash will only persist, however, un-
til a new sketch is uploaded to the board in replacement. The Arduino 
Uno in this project utilizes a 10-bit processor chip known as the AT-
mega238 that has 32KB of Flash, 2KB of SPAM, and 1KB of EEPROM. 
Because it has relatively little SPAM memory, the Uno sometimes en-
counters issues storing large variables like strings and can occasionally 
fail in unexpected ways if it reaches its limit. 
 
The Arduino utilizes two types of input/output (I/O) pins: analog and 
digital. Analog pins are used only as inputs and can be connected to 
sensors or other devices that produce a voltage in response to environ-
mental factors or manipulation. Analog itself is a continuous voltage 
range, but computers can only operate with 0’s and 1’s, so the value de-
tected by the analog pins must be converted into a numerical value that 
the processor can understand. Although the ATmega238 only has an 
8-bit processor core,  the Arduino board has a 6-channel, 10-bit analog 
to digital converter built in, allowing the Uno to accept 1024 analog 
input values in the range from 0-1023. Digital pins work similarly to 
analog pins, but they can be used for both input and output, and have 
only 1 bit. This means that they have a resolution of  21 and can only 
operate in two states: on or off.
 
The Arduino platform also has its own software, called Arduino In-
tegrated Development Environment, or IDE, which is very similar to 
C++ (see section 8.3 for current code).

4.3  H-Bridges

An H-bridge is an electronic circuit comprised of switching elements that 
allow a voltage difference to be applied across a load in either direction. 
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This load is typically a brushless DC motor, but H-bridges are also often 
used to power bipolar stepper motors. The circuit is relatively simple:

Figure 9: Circuit diagram for an H-bridge.

The switches can be turned on and off independently to affect the be-
havior of the load. To energize the load, one “pair” of switches must be 
on while the other is not. There are two pairs of switches in an H-bridge 
(in the diagram, the pairs are S1 & S4 and S2 & S3), so there are two 
ways in which the load can be energized. If S1 and S4 are turned on, 
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the left lead on the load will be connected to power and the right will 
be connected to ground, creating a voltage difference across the load in 
one direction. When S2 and S3 are activated, the voltage difference will 
be created in the opposite direction, energizing the load in reverse. It is 
not necessary that the switches act only in pairs, although this provides 
the most commonly desired results of energizing the motor in one di-
rection or another. However, the high-side (S1 and S3) and low-side (S2 
and S4) switches should not be activated at the same time, otherwise 
the path between power and ground would have very low resistance 
and result in a “shoot-through.” In this scenario, either a short-circuit 
will lead to a loss of power, or excessive amounts of current will heat up 
the H-bridge and most likely cause damage to the electronics. Possible 
permutations of switching states include:

S1 S2 S3 S4 Result
1 0 0 1 Voltage applied in one direction
0 1 1 0 Voltage applied in other direction
0 0 0 0 Free run
1 0 1 0 Stop
0 1 0 1 Stop
1 1 1 1 Shoot-through
1 1 0 0 Shoot-through
0 0 1 1 Shoot-through
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A dual L238D H-bridge is used to control the motors in this project. 
The L238D has two bridges built in, so it can control up to two motors 
at once (one on each side). Controlling multiple motors with the same 
H-bridge is very useful because it significantly decreases the size of the 
electronics and simplifies the circuitry:

Figure 10: A diagram from the data sheet for the L239D H-bridge used in this project. 
Vcc2 is the external power supply for the motor. Vcc1 is the 5V power from the Arduino. 
The left side controls one motor and the right side controls another. Each has an enable 
pin (1,2EN and 3,4EN) that must be activated for the bridge to be functional. 1A, 2A, 
3A, and 4A are logic pins that take output voltages from the Arduino. Raising one high 
and the other low creates a voltage difference that turns the motors, which are connected 
to 1Y, 2Y, 3Y, and 4Y. Each motor requires two logic pins and two motor pins, consistent 
with the 4-switch circuitry of the H-bridge that controls it.  

4.4  DC Motors

Electric motors turn electrical energy into mechanical energy through 
fundamental physical laws such as magnetism. The premise is that 
moving electrical charge, or current, creates a magnetic field directed 
perpendicular to the direction of its movement. This concept is utilized 
in the electromagnets of the motors, which are comprised of numerous 
coils of wire wound tightly together around a core. A battery or other 
power source is connected to a circuit containing the electromagnet, 
and the voltage difference across this power supply causes current to 
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flow through the circuit and the electromagnet, thus creating a relative-
ly consistent and uniformly directed magnetic field in the coils of wire. 
Specifically, this project uses the mini DC GearBox DG01D dual-axis 
drive gears from the DAGU car kit:

Figure 11: Two of the DAGU motors used in this project. 

4.5  Serial Communication and XBee

Serial processing involves sending data sequentially one bit at a time 
over a communication channel. It is often used as an alternative to par-
allel communication, which involves sending several bits at once linked 
across several parallel channels. Serial communication is often prefer-
able when sending data over a long period of time, or when it is chal-
lenging to effectively synchronize cables. This is because serial commu-
nication can often be accomplished using only one wire, which reduces 
the cost of cable and simplifies many designs. 
 
The Arduino microcontroller uses serial processing to communicate 
between the board and external devices (computers, external modems, 
etc.). Arduino boards all have at least one serial port (known as UART 
or USART), which communicates using digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). 
When connected to a computer, Arduino software includes a built-in 
serial monitor that is useful for run-time analysis and debugging. This 
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serial port can also be repurposed to enable serial communication be-
tween the Arduino and any other device.
 
In this project, serial communication is instrumental in connecting 
each Arduino with its respective XBee, which is in turn responsible for 
wirelessly transmitting and receiving data. The most straightforward 
way to facilitate Arduino-XBee communication is to use a breakout 
board that internally connects RX and TX pins for the Arduino UART 
port to the corresponding pins on XBee. These pins could hypotheti-
cally be connected manually, but the breakout board has the advantage 
of simplifying design, and it also handles several other functions like 
converting from the Arduino’s 5V to the 3.3V required for XBee.
 
After serial communication is established between Arduino and XBee, 
the two XBees must be configured to communicate with one another. 
Configuration serves two main purposes: ensuring that each XBee is 
individually capable of sending and receiving data, and synchronizing 
their settings so they are able to communicate with their intended part-
ners. Specifically, the configuration process involves setting the baud 
rates and parity modes, along with many other features. This project 
utilizes the XCTU software program to configure XBee; XCTU is es-
sentially a terminal program that allows the user to detect and set basic 
XBee settings like those mentioned above. Each XBee must be config-
ured separately, and they can then be attached to their respective Ar-
duinos, where they receive or transmit data wirelessly to their XBee 
partner and serially to their Arduino. 

5  Results

The goal of this project was to gain familiarity with the software and 
electronics behind the operation of the car, so measurable results are 
not the primary focus. That said, a few metrics regarding the perfor-
mance of the vehicle are included to give an idea of its functionality and 
explain some programming choices.
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In the code for the receiver, there is a “delay()” command that tells the Ar-
duino to pause momentarily. This line is inserted to provide the motors 
enough time to actually begin moving in the intended direction before 
they are reset and cease rotating. The length of this delay was observed 
to affect the speed at which the car responded to the controller, as well 
as the velocity of the car, so measurements were taken of both response 
time and velocity for different delay times to examine these relationships.
 
To test velocity, a distance of two meters was measured out and marked 
with tape. The car was placed at the start line and the time it took for the 
car to travel the two meter distance was recorded. This data was used to 
calculate the velocity of the car, and the process was then repeated for 
each different delay time. To test response time, the joystick was ma-
nipulated into the forward position and the time it took for the motor 
to begin rotating was recorded (see section 8.2 for data tables). 
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Figure 12: Relationship between velocity and delay time.
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Figure 13: Relationship between length of communication lapse 
between receiver and controller and delay time.
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As anticipated, velocity and lapse in communication appear to be di-
rectly proportional to delay time. However, it can be observed that the 
velocity reaches a plateau at approximately 2.7m/s, and hovers around 
this value for delay times of ~60s and greater. This indicates that in-
creasing the delay time further would not have any positive impact on 
velocity, and would only result in longer communication delays. There-
fore, to optimize velocity and the speed of communication between the 
controller and receiver, the delay time was set at 60 seconds (the point 
where velocity began to plateau).
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8  Appendix

8.1  Parts List

Part Description Quantity Use Cost Provider
Car kit (includes 
frame, wheels, 
motors, various 
attachment pins)

1 Components 
for physical  
car

Already 
own it

DAGU (http://
www.rlx.sk/sk/
robot/2582-multi-
chassis-4wd-kit-atv-
sparkfun-rob-12090.
html; other sources 
also exist)

Thumb Joystick 1 Allows user
to direct 
movement 
of car

Already 
own it

SparkFun (https://
www.sparkfun.com/
products/9032)

L239D H-bridge 2 Electronic 
component 
controlling 
current to 
motors

$2.95/unit Jameco (http://
www.jameco.com/
webapp/wcs/stores/
servlet/Product_ 
10001_10001_ 
1341966_-1)

SB300 Solderable 
PC Breadboard

1 Small 
protoboard 
to compactly 
house 
circuitry

Already 
own it

Jameco (http://
www.jameco.com/
webapp/wcs/stores/
servlet/Product_ 
10001_10001_ 
1341966_-1)

Male-male and 
male-female 
hookup wires

Several Basic wiring 
for circuit

Already 
own it

SparkFun (https://
www.sparkfun.com/
products/9194)
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9V batteries 3 Power supply 
for Arduino 
and motors

$8.99/
4 batteries

Amazon (http://
www.amazon.com/
Energizer-E522-Al-
kaline-battery-later/
dp/B00MNRYY0A/
ref=sr_1_10?s=hpc&
ie=UTF8&qid=1426
618205&sr=1-10)

XBee pro 2 XBee device 
to facilitate 
radio com-
munication

$37.95 SparkFun (https://
www.sparkfun.com/
products/8742)

XBee shield 2 Breakout 
shield that 
allows the 
XBee to 
interface with 
the Arduino

$14.95 SparkFun (https://
www.sparkfun.com/
products/12847)

XBee explorer 
dongle

1 Smaller break-
out board with 
USB dongle to 
connect XBee 
with computer 
(used for 
testing)

$24.95 SparkFun (https://
www.sparkfun.com/
products/11697)
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8.2  Results: Data Tables

8.2.1  Delay Time (s) vs. Velocity (m/s) 

Delay Time (s) Time to Travel 2 Meters (s) Average Velocity (m/s)
10 4.93 4.907

4.81
4.98

20 3.38 3.413
3.40
3.46

30 3.36 3.313
3.28
3.30

40 3.27 3.143
3.10
3.06

50 2.83 2.857
2.76
2.98

60 2.80 2.737
2.66
2.75

70 2.76 2.677
2.61
2.66

80 2.56 2.680
2.68
2.80

90 2.73 2.737
2.70
2.78

100 2.68 2.723
2.78
2.71
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8.2.2  Delay Time (s) vs. Communication Delay Time (s)

Delay Time (s) Lapse In Response Time (s) Average Communication 
Delay Time (s)

10 2.51 2.440
2.33
2.48

20 2.43 2.497
2.61
2.45

30 3.47 3.417
3.35
3.43

40 4.31 4.327
4.36
4.31

50 4.52 4.537
4.58
4.51

70 5.90 5.933
5.87
6.03

80 6.67 6.650
6.60
6.68

90 7.43 7.393
7.35
7.40

100 8.12 8.067
8.10
7.98
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8.3  Code

8.3.1  Controller

// include xbee
#include <SoftwareSerial.h>
SoftwareSerial XBee(2, 3); // RX, TX

void setup()
{
  XBee.begin(9600);
  Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop()
{
  // read in values from joystick
  int verticalValue = analogRead(3);
  int horizontalValue = analogRead(5);
  
  // voltage cutoffs
  int lowCutoff = 300;
  int highCutoff = 700;
  
  // direction key
  int noMovement = 0;
  int forward = 1;
  int forwardLeft = 2;
  int forwardRight = 3;
  int backward = 4;
  int backwardLeft = 5;
  int backwardRight = 6;
  
  if (verticalValue < lowCutoff)
  {
    if (horizontalValue < lowCutoff) // move forward-left
    {
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      XBee.write(forwardLeft);
    }
    else  if (horizontalValue > highCutoff) // move forward-right
    {
      XBee.write(forwardRight);
    }
    else // move straight forward
    {
      XBee.write(forward);
    }
  }
  else if (verticalValue > highCutoff)
  {
    if (horizontalValue < lowCutoff) // move backward-left
    {
      XBee.write(backwardLeft);
    }
    else  if (horizontalValue > highCutoff) // move backward-right
    {
      XBee.write(backwardRight);
    }
    else // move straight backward
    {
      XBee.write(backward);
    }
  }
  else // no vertical movement, but could move “straight” left or right 
       // (translated as forward-left or forward-right)
  {
    if (horizontalValue < lowCutoff) // move forward-left
    {
      XBee.write(forwardLeft);
    }
    else  if (horizontalValue > highCutoff) // move forward-right
    {
      XBee.write(forwardRight);
    }
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    else // no vertical or horizontal movement
    {
      XBee.write(noMovement);
    }
  }
}

8.3.2  Receiver

// include XBee
#include <SoftwareSerial.h>
SoftwareSerial XBee(2, 3); // RX, TX

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(9600);
  XBee.begin(9600);
  
  // establish motor pins as outputs
  
  pinMode(4, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(6, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(7, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(8, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(9, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(10, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(11, OUTPUT);
}

void loop()
{
  // motor pin key
  int motor1Pin1 = 4;
  int motor1Pin2 = 5;
  int motor2Pin1 = 6;
  int motor2Pin2 = 7;
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  int motor3Pin1 = 8;
  int motor3Pin2 = 9;
  int motor4Pin1 = 10;
  int motor4Pin2 = 11;
  
  // direction key
  int noMovement = 0;
  int forward = 1;
  int forwardLeft = 2;
  int forwardRight = 3;
  int backward = 4;
  int backwardLeft = 5;
  int backwardRight = 6;
  
  // read info from xbee
  int value = 0;
  if (XBee.available())
  {
    Serial.println(“xbee available”);
    value = XBee.read();
  }
  Serial.println(value);
  
  if (value == forward) // straight forward
  {
    Serial.println(“forward”);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin2, LOW);
  }
  else if (value == forwardLeft) // forward-left
  {
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    Serial.println(“forwardLeft”);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin2, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin2, LOW);
    
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin2, LOW);
  }
  else if (value == forwardRight) // forward-right
  {
    Serial.println(“forwardRight”);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin2, HIGH);
    
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin2, LOW);
  }
  else if (value == backward) // straight backward
  {
    Serial.println(“backward”);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin2, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin2, HIGH);
    
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin2, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin1, LOW);
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    digitalWrite(motor4Pin2, HIGH);
  }
  else if (value == backwardLeft) // backward-left
  {
    Serial.println(“backwardLeft”);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin2, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin2, LOW);
    
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin2, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin2, HIGH);
  }
  else if (value == backwardRight) // backward-right
  {
    Serial.println(“backwardRight”);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin1, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin2, HIGH);
    
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin2, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin2, HIGH);
  }
  else // value == noMovement
  {
    Serial.println(“noMovement”);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor1Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor2Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor3Pin1, LOW);
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    digitalWrite(motor3Pin2, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin1, LOW);
    digitalWrite(motor4Pin2, LOW);
  }
  delay(60);
  digitalWrite(motor1Pin1, LOW);
  digitalWrite(motor1Pin2, LOW);
  digitalWrite(motor2Pin1, LOW);
  digitalWrite(motor2Pin2, LOW);
  digitalWrite(motor3Pin1, LOW);
  digitalWrite(motor3Pin2, LOW);
  digitalWrite(motor4Pin1, LOW);
  digitalWrite(motor4Pin2, LOW);
}
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Camera Tracking Marshmallow Shooter

Spencer Witte

Figure 1: Camera tracking marshmallow shooter.

1  Abstract

The concept of this project is to build a device capable of launching 
a marshmallow at a target. This entails a turreted marshmallow gun 
with some sort of tracking ability. While the task may be essentially 
pointless, it provides a challenging design task. The purpose of this 
project is to be ambitious and to explore a field that I normally do not 

This paper was written for Dr. James Dann’s Applied Science 
Research class in the spring of 2015.
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touch. The Marshmallow Turret Project is not about the end product 
so much as the task of designing it. A task this complex will require 
clever engineering, intricate geometry and complex software, but it 
should be a lot of fun and a tremendous learning experience. The idea 
originated from other projects such as the Confectionary Cannon  built 
by students at Olin College, and the Popinator from Popcorn, Indiana; 
however, I would like to deviate from their designs and add my own 
unique features [1, 2]. This project is not about copying what others 
have made in the past, but about thinking through my own ideas.
 
2  Introduction

Below I have listed two of the projects from which I have gained the 
most inspiration. The Popinator was a stunt that a popcorn company 
tried to use to generate interest in their product. The idea was that it 
would recognize the word “pop” and then triangulate your location 
based upon the sound of the word. It would then shoot a piece of 
popcorn in your direction. It turns out, however, that the machine 
was a hoax and the company actually had no intention of making it 
beyond their commercials. I enjoyed the consumer’s standpoint where 
they would just pour in a bunch of popcorn and the machine would 
magically shoot one out, and I tried to incorporate the idea into my 
own project.
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Figure 2: Popinator popcorn launcher.
 
A group of Olin College undergraduates took on a marshmallow 
cannon as their final project. It was a cannon mounted on a turret 
with a camera. The camera located human faces and then shot a 
marshmallow towards them. While I liked their use of camera tracking 
to find their target, I wanted to build more features into the design of 
my marshmallow shooter.
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Figure 3:  Confectionary cannon.

While both of these projects had aspects that I incorporated into 
my final design, I also had to design mechanisms on my own. The 
individualizing and loading system are both completely custom 
designed. The second reason why this is difficult is that I am unfamiliar 
with the software aspect of the project. I have always found camera 
recognition an interesting field to study, however, I have not had the 
opportunity to explore this field. This marshmallow turret will allow 
me to research and learn about an unfamiliar field while also providing 
a challenge in a field I am very comfortable in. 
 
3  History

When I first set out on this project, I hoped to use facial tracking to 
determine the target. While I currently do not have this feature on the 
final product, I found that learning about how it functions helped me 
find a different solution.

Facial detection is the ability to identify the presence of a face in a 
digital image. Woody Bledsoe, Helen Chan, and Charles Bisson are 
recognized as the pioneers of facial detection for their work in 1964 
and 1965. Most of the work they did was unpublished due to their 
funding coming from an anonymous secret intelligence agency; 
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however, their challenge was to design an algorithm that could identify 
people in an image. They were tasked with facial recognition, the 
ability to identify a specific human from an image. This early system 
worked geometrically, first locating facial features in the image and 
then defining a group of facial features as a person’s face. For example, 
the algorithm could identify eyes, mouths, and noses, and, by their 
location in reference to each other, could identify the location of the 
entire faces. While Bledsoe’s, Chan’s and Bisson’s goals were to identify 
specific people in photographs, they had, along the way, laid down the 
framework for facial tracking.

Afterwards, research continued at Stanford Research Institute and 
by 1997 other universities around the world began to publish their 
own algorithms, and work still continues today. Through these recent 
efforts, practical requirements have become apparent for real world 
use. A facial tracking system must have a small dependency on lighting 
and changes in facial expression, and must report as much information 
as possible [3].   

If I were to use facial tracking in my product, I would get a coordinate 
location as to where the face in the image is located. The turret and 
angle adjust would have to react accordingly to aim at the target. 
This led me to the solution I am currently using, blob tracking. Blob 
tracking tracks a colored blob instead of a face. In essence, it operates 
similarly in that I use the coordinates of a colored object to aim at my 
target, but brings down the computing power required, allowing me to 
do all the processing on an onboard processor instead of my computer.  
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4  Design

4.1  Shooter
 

Figure 4: Shooter, side view.
 
The first prototype I made was a simple pneumatic launcher. I used 
a pneumatic solenoid, a power supply, and pneumatic tubing, tanks 
and fittings to mock up a quick prototype. I modified tube lengths and 
pressure and did not see much change in accuracy. I did notice that 
I needed a tank after the regulator because air was previously trying 
to rush through the regulator, creating inconsistent pressure. I also 
learned that the shape of the marshmallow has a huge effect on the 
shooter’s accuracy. I found a great increase in accuracy when I used a 
jig to roll the marshmallows into a consistent shape. I also learned that 
I can control shot power by adjusting how long the solenoid is open. 
Using an Arduino, I triggered the solenoid using a time delay and was 
able to adjust how far the marshmallow was shot based on the time 
delay between when the solenoid was open and when it was closed. 
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Figure 5: Shooter prototype, isometric view.

The design now uses a 9 in. long, 0.5 in. inner diameter tube that is held 
in place using two 3D printed blocks. The 3D printed block is an easy 
way to manufacture parts that would normally take a mill and several 
operations and allows me to make awkward contours that conventional 
tools would not be able to make. The front block is mainly used to 
contain the tube while the rear block contains the loading mechanism 
of the shooter which will be operated by a servo. The shooter will be 
mounted on top of a turret that has yet to be designed, allowing it to 
rotate to aim at a target and adjust the shot angle of the cannon. I plan 
to laser cut a gear tooth profile into the base plate to rotate the shooter, 
and another gear tooth profile will be laser cut into the plates alongside 
the shooter tube to adjust the shooting angle. 
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4.2  Individualizer

 

Figure 6: Individualizing mechanism, isometric view.

I also prototyped the individualizing mechanism. This mechanism pulls 
out one marshmallow from the pile of marshmallows. It uses a rotating 
disk that is mounted at an angle, and it has slots that each fit a single 
marshmallow. As the disk rotates, the marshmallows fall into the slot 
and then are lifted out of the pile of marshmallows. I prototyped this 
pretty quickly and it worked like a charm. I learned that the shallower 
the angle of the device, the more likely the marshmallow would fall into 
the slot. However, if taken to the extreme of being perfectly level, the 
rotating disk would lift more than a single marshmallow, so a balance 
had to be struck. Using the prototype, I decided that a 40 degree angle 
was the optimal angle for the individualizer. 
 
The individualizer will use a 10 in. diameter laser cut disk to 
individualize the marshmallows. The marshmallows will be poured 
into the trough of the mechanism and the rotating disk will lift them 
on up onto the loading mechanism. A reflective infrared sensor (also 
dubbed a top hat sensor) in the loading mechanism will detect when 
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there is a marshmallow in the slot in the disk of the individualizer and 
tell the rotor to stop in the correct position for the loader. From there, 
a servo pushes the marshmallow out of the individualizer mechanism 
and into the loader mechanism.
 
4.3  Turret

 

Figure 7: Turret, top view.
 
The shooter is mounted on a turret, allowing the shooter to aim at its 
target. The turret is mounted on top of a lazy susan ring, allowing the 
top of it to rotate freely. The plate on top of the turret has a gear profile 
on its outside. Another laser cut gear is then attached to the motor and 
potentiometer. The motor is in the bottom left corner of Figure 7 and uses 
a gear ratio of 55:260 to power the turret. I’m expecting the gear ratio to 
be too large and thus make the rotation too small. I am looking to spec 
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a different motor, which has a different gearbox head on it. Connected 
to the motor is a 10 turn potentiometer that will help the turret locate 
its home position and its max rotation positions. I expect to rotate the 
turret a maximum of 180 degrees, but, mechanically speaking, it is able 
to rotate over 720 degrees based on the limits of the potentiometer. 
 
4.4  Angle Adjust 
 

Figure 8: Angle adjust down.

 

Figure 9: Angle adjust up.
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The angle adjust mechanism allows for the shooter to adjust for the 
height of the target. The shooter is mounted to pivot blocks that 
contain bearings and shoulder bolts. A gear profile was laser cut into 
the shooter side plate and meshes with a laser cut gear. The gear then 
mounts to a motor and potentiometer so that the angle can be powered 
and controlled. Using the potentiometer, we can calculate the angle 
of the shooter by knowing the rotational angle of the motor and the 
distance from the gear profile to the pivot axis. The angle adjust is 
designed to have 45 degrees of rotation, which should be more than 
enough for the desired shots. 

4.5  Loading Mechanism

 

Figure 10: Loader, down side view.
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Figure 11: Loader, up side view. 

The loader mechanism has undergone several iterations since its 
initial design. The goal of this mechanism is to place the marshmallow 
in the shooter and to compress the marshmallow to increase shooter 
consistency. The current design uses a lever that lifts the marshmallow 
from the individualizer to the shooter. The marshmallow is then 
compressed between shooter tube and the individualizer lever arm. 
I have had to prototype the compressing profile. The nub that pushes 
against the marshmallow has gone through several different profiles. 
The rectangular profile would squeeze the marshmallow between the 
two parts. The round profile, on the other hand, took up too much cross-
sectional area for the marshmallow to fit. Currently I am using a hybrid 
between the two profiles. While I have not found a geometry I like, the 
part is designed to be adjustable. The shooter also includes a ramp for 
the marshmallow to slide on in order to be moved to the shooter.
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Figure 12: Loader integration with indexer.

 

Figure 13: Loader compression hybrid profine part (grey). 
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4.6  Blob Tracking

Figure 14: Blob tracking a green pom-pom.

My first step in the vision tracking process is to perform blob tracking. 
Blob tracking is the ability to identify a group of pixels as an object. I first 
input the color configuration of the object I want to track. I currently 
set it to track a green pom-pom as seen in Figure 14. The camera then 
looks for adjacent pixels that match the range of color and saturation 
described in the preset configuration. The adjacent pixels form a blob 
and can then be identified as an object. From there, the coordinates and 
the size of the object can be obtained in terms of pixels. 

5  Theory

5.1  Compressed Air 

 My design utilizes compressed air to shoot the marshmallow. I found 
that I could consistently control the shot power for my marshmallow 
shooter. Compressed air is a method of storing energy. A compressed 
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gas, if not contained, will decompress, turning its potential energy 
into kinetic energy as it moves. I am using air as my gas because it is 
the most readily available gas. The machine is designed to direct the 
airflow of the decompressing gas through several tubes and fittings to 
the shooter tube which holds a marshmallow. On its way to reaching 
equilibrium with the outside pressure, the air pushes the marshmallow 
out of the shooter tube, giving it kinetic energy.

If we look at the physics of the shooter, we can understand why it is 
consistent. Both the pressure (through the use of a pressure regulator 
and a high pressure supply) and the cross sectional area of the shooter 
tube are constant (assuming the loader compresses the marshmallow 
to fill up the shooter tube cross sectional area). The equation P=F/A, 
where P is pressure, F is force, and A is cross sectional area, tells us 
that if we have constant pressure and cross sectional area, then we will 
apply a constant force to the marshmallow. Consistent force means 
that the marshmallow should undergo a constant acceleration due to 
F=MA where F is force, M is mass, and A is acceleration, assuming 
all other forces acting on the marshmallow (e.g., friction) are also 
constant or negligible. This also tells us that the acceleration, and thus 
the exit velocity, are dependent on the mass of the marshmallow. 

I plan to perform tests to measure the acceleration and the exit 
velocity using an Arduino and a beam break sensor. I will place the 
beam break at the muzzle of the shooter tube so that it triggers just as 
the marshmallow leaves the tube. I will be able to measure the time it 
took from the solenoid opening to when the marshmallow leaves the 
shooter tube, and by knowing the distance between the two sensors, 
I will be able to calculate the exit velocity. Using the initial and final 
velocities, I can calculate the average acceleration.

5.2  Solenoid 

A solenoid is a device that turns electric current into linear motion. It 
uses a coil of wire to produce a magnetic field and then manipulates the 
magnetic plunger. When current flows through the coil, a magnetic field 
is produced and the plunger is either repelled or attracted. In this design, 
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the solenoid is a valve for the pneumatics. This allows me to control 
when the compressed air is released and for how long. Controlling how 
long the valve is open is another way to control shot power.
 

Figure 15: Solenoid diagram.

5.3  Blob Tracking 

Before I get to facial tracking, I want to be able to track a target first. 
Blob detection is the ability to recognize an object based on its uniform 
appearance. Blob detection groups pixels that have similar brightness 
and color, and if they are adjacent to each other, forms a blob. Using 
blob tracking, I can define a specific color and then get the location of 
that object on the screen.  I can make a target that a camera could follow. 
The x coordinate of the object will give me the left-right direction of 
the object, the y coordinate will give me its height, and the size of the 
blob will tell me the distance to the blob since I will know the size of 
the target. I plan to mount the camera on the turntable. The turntable 
will rotate until the the target is centered in the camera. Using the size 



and y coordinate location, the machine will adjust the angle and shot 
power of the shooter.

5.4  Projectile Physics 

Gravity causes any projectile launched on Earth to follow a parabolic 
path. From the camera we can obtain the target x position, the y 
position, and how far away it is given the actual size of the object. Using 
the x position, the turret is able to aim the shooter at the target. The 
size of the target will tell us how far away the object is from the shooter, 
and the y coordinate tells us how tall the object is. We also know that 
the exit velocity will depend on the pressure of the compressed air. 
From here we can use projectile physics to find the angle at which the 
turret needs to be set. 

Figure 16: Projectile path and velocity vectors.

When a projectile is launched, it is easiest to split the velocity into 
two different vectors, one horizontal and the other vertical. In Figure 
16, the initial velocity vector Vo is split into the vertical vector Voy and 
the horizontal vector is Vox (Vox = Vo cosθ and Voy = Vo sinθ). Vox 
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is constant because there is no force acting on the projectile in the 
horizontal direction, however, the vertical vector Voy varies due to 
the force of gravity. For the horizontal component we use d = vt and 
replace v with Vox. Solving for t, we get t = d/(Vo cosθ).  For  the vertical 
component we use the equation h = vt + 0.5at2 and replace V with 
Voy, t with  d/(Vo cosθ) and a with g, giving us h =  Vo sinθ (d/(Vo 
cosθ)) + 0.5g (d/(Vo cosθ))2. Knowing h and Vo, we can solve for θ, the 
desired launch angle. This doesn’t take into account air resistance. Air 
resistance would apply a force on the horizontal velocity vector and 
produce a negative acceleration on the projectile. However, I expect air 
resistance to be so low as to be negligible. 

5.5  Control Loops 

The turret and angle adjust both use control loops to control their 
motions. A control loop is software that measures the distance 
between the end position and its current position to determine what 
the motor’s movements should be. The benefit of this system is that you 
can motion profile the rotation of the motor. In the case of the turret, 
a potentiometer measures the rotation of the motor. A goal rotation 
will be set by either the camera or by a preset position. The controller 
then computes the difference in ticks between the current position 
and the goal position. The difference in ticks is then inputted into a 
function specific to the mechanism that returns the motor speed. The 
function is what determines the profiling of the motion. Currently it 
is a linear equation that slows down as the turret approaches its target 
to minimize the amount the turret overshoots the target. It also makes 
the turret move back in the case it does overshoot the target.  

6  Results

For my setup, I placed my marshmallow shooter on the ground at the 
end of a long hallway. I then ran a tape measure from the front surface of 
the marshmallow shooter to the end of the hallway. I used a compressor 
for the compressed air, and initially set it to 75 PSI and the burst time 
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to 25 ms. The shooter was then set to 20 degrees from horizontal and 
then I proceeded to shoot 30 marshmallows with each marshmallow 
being loaded with the automatic reloading system. After getting 30 data 
points, I switched to 45 PSI and 80 ms burst time and measured another 
30 data points. I have included my data in the appendix. 

After taking my data, the first thing I wanted to do was confirm that both 
sets of data were approximately normal. Below are several qq plots, which 
I used to determine whether the samples were approximately normal. 
 
The plot in Figure 17 is from the 75 PSI sample. It shows a clear linear 
trend, proving that this sample is approximately normal.

Figure 17: Graph of 75 PSI sample.
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This next plot in Figure 18 is of the 45 PSI sample. There is an obvious 
outlier that causes the data to be skewed, so I then removed the 
outlier in the next plot.

Figure 18: Graph of 45 PSI sample.
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The plot in Figure 19 features the 45 PSI sample without the outlier. 
After removing the outlier, the sample resumes a linear trend that 
shows the sample to be approximately normal.

Figure 19: Improved graph of 45 PSI sample.



Assuming that each trial was independent and the variation was 
random, I proceeded to compare the two samples. I created a box and 
whisker plot (see Figure 20). The 45 PSI  sample has a much smaller 
spread than the 75 PSI sample. 

Figure 20: Comparison graph of 45 and 75 PSI shot distances. 
I then went on to perform an f test comparing the variances of the 75 
PSI sample and the 45 PSI sample without the outlier. In an f test, the 
null hypothesis is that the variances of the two samples are the same. I 
include the R output below.  
The test found a p value of 8.675e^-5, well below the 0.05 rejection 
threshold, allowing us to reject the null hypothesis that the variances 
of the 75 PSI sample and the 45 PSI sample without the outlier were 
the same. 
I found that the 45 PSI shots with the longer burst time were much more 
consistent in range than the 75 PSI shots with a shorter burst time. If I 
were to do it again I would like to test more than just the two different 
pressures and would like to do a range of pressures and burst times. I 
think my project was limited by how unrefined the shooter was. If I were 
to do it again, I would have to make the machine more consistent. 
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7  Appendix

7.1  Hardware

Part Description Need Cost per 
unit

Quantity Total 
Cost

Vendor

Clear PVC tube 2’ For shooter tube 7.56 each 1 7.56 McMaster

Ring turntable For shooter 
rotation

33 each 1 33 McMaster

5/8in 8-32 button 
head screws

Mounting loading 
ramp

3.55 per box 
of 25

1 3.55 McMaster

1/4in 6-32 button 
head screws

Mounting 
individulizer chute

3.55 per box 
of 100

1 3.55 McMaster

24in x 24in 1/32in 
polycarbonate sheet

Individualizer chute 10.50 per 
sheet

1 10.50 McMaster

R4ZZ bearing Shooter pivot 5.76 each 4 23.04 McMaster

1/4in diameter, .5in 
long shoulder bolt

Shooter pivot 2.41 2 4.82 McMaster

2-56 3/8in button 
head screw

Mounting micro 
servo

5.66 per box 
of 100

1 5.66 McMaster

2-56 locknut Mounting micro  
servo

5.66 per box 
of 100

1 5.66 McMaster

5/64in diameter 
7/16 roll pin

Mounting adaptors 
to motor shafts

6.91 per box 
of 100

1 6.91 McMaster

1/2in 6-32 
button head 
screws

Mounting 3D 
printed parts to 
acrylic plate

3.85 per box 
of 100

1 3.85 McMaster

10mm M3 
flat head screw

Mounting motors 4.67 per box 
of 100

1 4.67 McMaster

1/2in 5/16-18 
button head screw

Mounting turntable 5.54 per box 
of 25

1 5.54 McMaster

1/2in ¼-20 
button head screw

Mounting turntable 5.64 per box 
of 50

1 5.64 McMaster

6061 Al 1/4in OD 
tube 3’ long

Box standoffs 14.44 each 1 14.44 McMaster

1in 6-32 standoff Turret pot mount 0.60 each 4 2.40 McMaster

Red and black 
paired 24 wire

Motor wires 1.20 per 10’ 1 1.20 McMaster

1/2in 10-32 
flat head screws

Box standoffs 3.35 per box 
of 10

1 3.35 McMaster
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7.2  Raw Data

Distance with 75 PSI and 25 ms burst time 
(in.)

Distance 45 PSI and 80 ms burst time 
(in.)

265 243

148 175

60 190

196 148

242 144

117 24**

72 157

142 155

183 184

202 156

204 166

96 251

128 169

132 234

191 221

245 201

166 234

225 213

73 197

173 237

113 181

219 212

48 168

50 205

151 172

171 220

172 190

243 202

117 192

28 202

** = Outlier
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8  Notes

1. http://confectionerycannon.com/#myCarousel
  
2. http://www.popcornindiana.com/popinator-project

3. http://cbcl.mit.edu/people/poggio/journals/brunelli-poggio-IEEE-
PAMI-1993.pdf

9  Citations

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facial_recognition_system

http://cbcl.mit.edu/people/poggio/journals/brunelli-poggio-IEEE-
PAMI-1993.pdf
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